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Sammanfattning 
Abstract 
Bakgrund: Samordningen av ekonomistyrningen i ett horisontellt nätverk av små 
och medelstora företag leder till många frågeställningar och eventuellt 
komplikationer som kan variera beroende på i vilken utsträckning man har valt 
att sambeta. Att kategorisera nätverkssamarbete enligt en tänkt kontinuum mellan 
marknad och hierarki kan möjligtvis erbjuda den teoretiska grunden som behövs 
för att vidare förstå nätverk. Därmed kan också länken till diverse frågor i 
ekonomistyrning belysas. 
 
Syfte: Att analysera ekonomistyrningssystem i olika former av horisontellt 
nätverkssamarbete. 

  



 
Avgränsningar: Det faller inte inom uppsatsens syftes ramar att diskutera de olika 
anledningarna till varför i första hand samarbetsförhållanden etableras och inte 
heller hur dessa utvecklas. 
 
Genomförande: En flerfallstudie av tre svenska nätverk, som består av 
små/medelstora företag, genomfördes med hjälp av tretton intervjuer. 
 
Slutsatser: Empiriskt stöd ges för både affärsnätverkstypen och den funktionella 
nätverkstypen. Dahlgren et al. modell räknar inte in det faktum att 
integrationsgraden av de nätverksstödjande aktiviteterna inte nödvändigtvis 
behöver medföra motsvarande integrationsnivå av ekonomistyrningssystemen. 
Följaktligen, kan inte nätverkstypologin sägas vara tillämpningsbar vid studier av 
alla horisontella nätverk, då modellen kan utelämna vissa betydelsefulla 
dimensioner som försvårar förståelsen av ett nätverk. 
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Background: The management accounting coordination in a horizontal network of 
small and medium sized companies entails numerous questions and potential 
complications that may vary according to the extent of cooperation chosen. 
Categorizing network co-operations along an imaginary market–hierarchy 
continuum might offer the theoretical foundation needed to further understand 
networks and as a consequence illuminate the link to the diverse management 
accounting issues. 
 
Purpose: To analyze the management accounting systems in different forms of 
horizontal network co-operations. 

  



 
Delimitations: It is not within the purpose of the thesis to discuss the various 
reasons why cooperative relationships are established in the first place, nor how 
they develop. 
 
Proceed of the study: A multiple case study of three Swedish networks composed 
of small/medium-sized firms was carried out with the help of thirteen interviews. 
 
Conclusions: Empirical support is offered for both the business and functional 
network types. The model of Dahlgren et al. does not take into account that the 
degree of integration of the network supporting activities does not necessarily 
have to entail the equivalent degree of integration regarding the management 
accounting system. Hence, the typology of networks cannot be said to be 
conveniently applicable to study all horizontal networks, as the model may leave 
out certain significant dimensions that obstruct the understanding of a network. 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the background to our subject and discusses the 
problem and specific questions we intend to study. The background and the 
presentation of the problem will finally lead to an explicit definition of the 
purpose of this thesis. 
 
 

1.1Background 
“Networks consist of entrepreneurs who profit from 

opportunities and create surprising combinations and 
constellations.”1 

 
Sweden is a country where 99,8%2 of the Swedish firms fit the definition of 
small and medium-sized firms3. These vastly predominate in local and 
regional areas of the country, meaning that what affects them, affects most 
of Sweden. Followed by the fact that about 46%4 of the national GNP in 
year 2001 came from exports, it is easy to realize how the higher demands 
caused by globalization, impact these firms in a very tangible way. Many 
of these firms are having increasing difficulties meeting the demands of 
modern markets. Traditionally, many small firms have had a single larger 
corporation as main customer. Then suddenly, when this larger corporation 
itself has to compete more intensively on the world arena, it will begin to 
demand more from its suppliers. In order to cut down on expenses some 
larger firms may for instance want to reduce the number of its suppliers. 
New dynamic forms of organization are increasingly needed as a means for 
coping with harsh conditions of this class. Many smaller firms have for that 
reason started looking for partners with whom they can form networks. 
They have realized that through specialization and cooperation several 
small firms can form a single unit who is able to meet the requirements 
imposed by the larger companies on its suppliers.5 The phenomenon is 
likely to become even more common in the future.  
 
There are also other reasons for the emergence of networks. As competition 
becomes fiercer companies tries to attain economies of scale by 
cooperating in certain areas. Those areas of cooperation could be marketing 
                                                 
1 Brulin, G., 2002 
2 www.almi.se/downloads/statistikdel4.pdf 
3 ALMI’s definition of a small or medium-sized firm is one of less than 250 employees. 
4 www.seb.se/statistik/nr0102/nr0102dia6.asp 
5 ISUM bladet, 2001 
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and training, just to mention a few. By cooperating the companies save on 
costs. The third reason for starting a network is initiated by regional 
authorities as a result of political decisions. Again, as a consequence of 
competition, and the importance of the survival of small and medium-sized 
companies, authorities’ ambition is to stimulate the emergence of networks. 
As the small and medium-sized firms obviously represent a considerable 
part of society, it is crucial and very interesting to study what the practical 
problems of such an organization implies for the parts involved. 
 
Many companies have found it useful to co-operate vertically in their 
refinement process, by maintaining close relationships between suppliers 
and buyers. However, another noteworthy evolving network-cooperation is 
the horizontal network where companies look sideways for partners. These 
are all basically actors at the same level of the vertical value chain that by 
synergizing in a network may for instance be able to cooperate in 
marketing functions or even together deliver products to a larger customer 
in common. Realizing the value of joining forces with other small and 
medium sized companies open up the possibility of complementing each 
other rather than merely doing a poor job at competing against each other.  
 
Networks may take many different constellations and apply various degrees 
of integration. As a consequence of their interactions, business related and 
non-business related, the sharing of information increases and thereby the 
interdependence. Among other things, numerous questions regarding 
management accounting have emerged. It is difficult to attain goal 
congruence and to sustain a well-functioning management control system 
across the different parts of a single firm; naturally it is an even more 
complex task to carry out within the loose frame of a business network. 
Intended as a means for generating profitable transactions, a network 
structure can be very advantageous, but it also represents a big challenge 
for the networking parties and on their respective management accounting 
systems. The network of firms, maintains on one hand the freedom of 
autonomy; on the other hand lack the focus of a single management 
authority.  
 
 

1.2 Presentation of the problem 
When administrating a network there are many aspects that have to be 
considered. We have gradually realized that the topic of management 
accounting in networks sometimes is difficult for the involved parties to 
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handle. Many questions arise. The first subject of interest is usually the 
importance of assessing the profitability of the network. To be able to do 
that costs and revenues are required. In addition, the companies might use 
different costing methods, which affect the possibility to compare the 
companies, and thereby see if one company adds a larger mark-up than 
another company. When this information is available profits and losses 
may be estimated. At the next step questions about how profits and losses 
should be shared arise.  
 
Before the parties sign a contract, it is important to know that there is 
capacity available, especially since most networks takes orders from 
outside the network. Capacity limits in one firm could affect another firm, 
which emphasizes the need to construct an inter-organizational budget 
before the individual companies’ own budgets. Since one company is 
chosen to handle the contract with the customer, and the amount of a 
project accomplished in common is larger than the amounts of the 
individual project of each company, the questions regarding cash flow are 
of importance. 
 
Financing issues are important. If two firms are dependent on each other to 
complete a project, both firms will be interested that the other does not take 
excessive risks. There are also difficulties concerning the measurement of 
network activities. How can the effectiveness and the efficiency of a 
network be measured? As you can see there are many unanswered 
questions due to cooperation between networks. 
 
According to Williamson all those problems can be handled within an 
organizational structure, or on the market. Depending on the complexity of 
the problems the organizational structure will be more or less formalized 
and integrated. The more complex the problems are, the more costly they 
will be, and they will consequently be better handled within an 
organizational structure. In the beginning of the 90s Williamson recognized 
a possible third form for organizing transactions, a hybrid.6 This hybrid-
form implied one single mixed mode and could be placed in between the 
attributes of the extreme ends of the market–hierarchy continuum. The 
characteristics of networks are not developed and defined so far.7  
 

                                                 
6 Williamson, O.E., 1991 
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However, in 2001 a research paper, “Management Accounting in 
Networks” was completed at Linköpings University. This paper resulted in 
a further division of the network-concept into three typologies of horizontal 
networks. The typologies are business networks, strategic networks and 
functional networks. These were placed along the market–hierarchy 
continuum according to degree of integration. The three typologies were 
based on a study with empirical focus on three Swedish networks. Before 
saying anything about management accounting systems in networks, more 
networks need to be studied. When conducting these studies we had two 
main questions in our mind. 
 
Our discussion of the problem may be summarized in the following 
specific questions: 
 
 Do all horizontal networks fit into the categorizations offered 

by a typology of networks or may new distinct categories be 
identified?  

 
 What is the link between management accounting systems and 

types of network? 
 
 

1.3 Purpose and scope 
To analyze the management accounting systems in different forms  

of horizontal network co-operations. 
 
 

1.3.1 Scope 
It is not within the purpose of this paper to discuss the various reasons why 
cooperative relationships are established in the first place, nor how they 
develop. Also, we address issues of such specific business nature that we 
believe that the audience likely to benefit the most from it, is an audience 
familiar with management accounting and the terminology associated with 
this area.  
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2 Research Methodology 
In this chapter our methodology will be presented as we discuss our own 
frame of reference, the scope of our research, the procedure of our study 
and finally the reliability and validity of our work. 
 
 

2.1 Our Framework 
Human beings never look upon a phenomenon without prejudice or 
concepts. When reading or looking upon a picture that seems to be 
incomprehensible, it is incomprehensible from the perspective of our own 
conceptual framework. A conceptual framework is conditional to the 
understanding of phenomena in our world. When interpreting a text or a 
phenomenon we must have a preconceived idea of what to look for. 
Without such an idea our study would have no direction and we would not 
know what to focus our attention on. The conceptual framework has many 
components, of which the most important are language and notion, belief 
systems and individual and personal experiences.8  
 
Being able to handle a language is to handle various notions. The notions 
emphasize certain phenomena and let others be concealed. Human beings 
see the world through those notions. As a result of different languages 
human beings have different notions. Consequently the conceptual 
framework differs from person to person. Beliefs are constituted of all 
things that a human being takes for being true in the world. They decide 
what the human being takes for granted and what he finds problematic. 
They are important because they decide what the human being can accept 
as evidence of or evidence against a certain standpoint. Scientific theories 
and hypotheses are more or less motivated beliefs.9 Scientific problems 
rupture the beliefs that scientists have about a phenomenon. Personal 
experiences vary from person to person depending on the environment in 
which the person has been brought up and lived in. Human beings interpret 
the world from their own experiences.  
 
Thus, in this thesis our conceptual framework is first of all constituted of 
our previous experiences, both outside and inside the academic world. 
During the years in this academic world our individual languages and 
notions have become more convergent than they were before our studies 

                                                 
8 Gilje, N. & Grimmen, H., 1992 
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began. Our conceptual frameworks have without any doubt affected all 
parts of our study; from our interest for the particular area of study, to the 
formulation of our purpose and for instance also the formulation of 
interview-questions, to the final reaching of our conclusions. In spite of 
this, it might be worth questioning the value of conducting an exhaustive 
discussion and in-depth exploration of the effects of our conceptual 
frameworks on our ten-week study. In such short time every raised issue 
needs to be put in relation to its cost in time. This is to ensure that each 
episode is well motivated and in proportion to its contribution to the quality 
of the study. Johansson-Lindfors10 makes a good point at warning about the 
typical mistake that students make because of time-limitations, which is 
that instead of presenting to the reader his or her own view of knowledge, 
the student winds up merely reproducing the ideas of other authors. Hence, 
Johansson-Lindfors suggests that it might be better for the student to 
completely abstain from this, if the alternative is presenting a borrowed 
knowledge framework. In accordance with this point of view, we do not 
have the intention to further analyze the exact impacts of our personal 
conceptual frameworks. Nevertheless, this has not in any way freed us from 
self-reflection and self-awareness during our study.  
 
 

2.2 Research Scope 
A research procedure may be either quantitative or qualitative. The 
definition of qualitative research is often subject of discussion, and 
definitions are numerous. According to Cassell and Symon qualitative 
research is less likely to impose restrictive a priori classifications on the 
collection of data, less driven by very specific hypotheses and categorical 
frameworks, and more concerned with emergent themes and descriptions 
than the quantitative research.11 The difference between qualitative and 
quantitative data does not necessarily lead to a distinction between the 
various research strategies. Some experiments and some survey questions 
rely on qualitative, and not quantitative evidence while historical research 
can include enormous amounts of quantitative evidence.12 The 
methodology, quantitative or qualitative, must be chosen according to the 
purpose of the research.13 The nature of our research problem is qualitative, 
and therefore also our answers and conclusions, must be qualitative. Our 
research problem requires that we are analytic with regards to a 
                                                 
10 Johansson-Lindfors, M., 1993 
11 Cassell, C. & Symon, G., 1995 
12 Yin, R.K., 1994  
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phenomenon that emerges in business contexts. However, this phenomenon 
(networks) involves certain issues of social character that must be 
considered so that we can understand and interpret the gathered data.  
 
Before contemplating different data gathering methods, the researchers 
must reflect on which perspective the study will take. There are different 
ways to approach a study with regards to the interaction between its 
empirical and theoretical parts. If the study is inductively conducted, the 
gathering of empirical data regarding a real life phenomenon will constitute 
the starting point.14  If the starting point is instead ruled by a theoretical 
questioning, then this will be considered a deductive approach.15 We began 
our study with a rather broad interest for management control in networks. 
While familiarizing with the topic during the initial research, we became 
aware of the specific problems that could be of interest to study. We came 
to pay closer attention to the theoretical model called “ A Network 
Typology”. It soon became evident that conducting an empirical research, 
on which this model could be applied, might be helpful for the subject area. 
From this point of view, our study is deductive as we went out to gather 
empirical data on a phenomenon only after we had adopted a certain 
theoretical position and specified a research question. On the other hand, 
once we started researching and gathering data our intention has been to 
allow our empirical findings to establish the direction and finally the 
theoretical conclusions drawn from our study. This corresponds to the 
characteristics of the inductive approach. We cannot say we strictly follow 
either one of the two approaches; rather we have switched back and forth 
between the inductive and the deductive approaches. This study is therefore 
better described by the approach that sees both the empirical and the 
theoretical parts as an undividable unit16, the abduction approach17. 
 
 

2.2.1 Case Studies 
Our study of networks has been carried out as case-study-like research. A 
case study is a study of a specific phenomenon, such as an event, a person, 
an institution, or a social group, which is chosen out of interest.18 
Merriam19 mentions the expectation that case studies should be descriptive, 
meaning that the description of the phenomenon studied is extensive. She 
                                                 
14 Wigblad, R., 1997 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid. 
17 This notion was first introduced by Charles S. Peirce. 
18 Merriam, S.B., 1994 
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also calls attention to how case studies are supposed to contain as many 
variables as possible and describe the interaction between them, often over 
a long period of time. Over the period of ten weeks, which is what we have 
had to study three networks, it could be questioned whether any study 
would be able to render exhaustive descriptions. Our opinion is that this 
time-restriction has naturally imposed certain limitations on the scope of 
our study. Nevertheless, this is not equal to saying that we could not 
possibly build a qualitative and relevant enough description to reach our 
purpose. As was pointed out previously, case studies may often be carried 
out over a long period of time, but nothing says it is an absolute 
requirement. Neither has anything prevented us from applying our 
theoretical sensitivity (See section 2.3.1) to systematically involve the most 
valuable variables and perspectives from each network. Because of this, it 
is acceptable for us to say that our studies have many case study-like 
features, but since our studies do not posses all of the most typical 
properties, particularly regarding the constrained time frame, we will be 
content with the close label of case-study-like research. 
 
In contrast to experiments, surveys and historical research, case studies do 
not require any specific methods for gathering and analyzing the 
information; all methods can be used.20 Or, as Yin says, case studies can be 
based on any mix of qualitative and quantitative evidence.21 It should 
further be noticed that our study involves the simultaneous study of three 
network cases. Thus, it has been conducted as a multiple-case study, as 
opposed to the single case study or so-called classic case studies22. In the 
words of Normann:  
 

“The most important difference between studies of one case and 
studies of several cases is, as I understand it, the possibility of 
creating typologies”.23 

 
Well in accordance with this, our area of study has previously been 
researched through multiple-case studies with the particular purpose of 
developing a typology of networks. In a way, this fact predestined our 
study, which has a theory refining ambition (See section 2.2.2.) to be 
conducted with a similar method.  
 
                                                 
20 Merriam, S.B., 1994 
21 Yin, R.K., 1994 
22 Eisenhardt, K.M., 1991 
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Occasionally, multiple-case studies have been questioned as a method to 
conduct research. Dyer and Wilkins have proposed that single cases are 
superior to multiple-case studies for creating high-quality theory.24 
Eisenhardt has convincingly disputed this critique. Among other 
arguments, she exposes the fact that many classic case studies are 
fundamentally multiple-case studies.25 These are said to employ the 
comparative multiple-case logic of replication and extension to develop 
theoretical insight, as well as to rest on rigorous methods. Replication 
means that individual cases can be used for independent corroboration of 
specific propositions, which aids in the process of perceiving patterns and 
eliminating chance associations.26 Extension on the other hand refers to the 
use of multiple cases to develop more elaborate theory, as different cases 
often emphasize complementary aspects of a phenomenon thus allowing 
the researcher a more complete theoretical picture. Eisenhardt further 
agrees with Thomas27 on that the appropriate number of cases chosen 
finally needs to depend upon how much is known and how much new 
information is likely to be learned from incremental cases. In our study, 
three networks represented a valuable number of networks that was yet 
manageable. (For further explanations see section 2.3.1.) 
 
 

2.2.2 Theory Refinement 
Keating28 writes about theory development and case study research. 
According to him there are three stages in the theory development process; 
theory discovery, theory refinement and theory refutation. Theory 
discovery and theory refutation are well-documented phases of the research 
process while theory refinement has received less attention in the 
literature.29 Lying between theory discovery and theory refutation, theory 
refinement is the stage we have set our minds on for our study. This is the 
stage where theoretical concepts are assessed and allowed to unfold 
gradually through interaction with data. Provisional definitions and 
working hypothesis are assessed, redefined, and elaborated as the 
researchers modify the theory in light of the empirical data. Theory 
refinement cases seek to establish the theory’s viability as a competing 
theoretical perspective, or to develop the theory into a testable form. As 
                                                 
24 Eisenhardt, K.M., 1991 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Thomas, 1990, personal communication, in Eisenhardt, K. M., 1991 
28 Keating, P.J., 1995 
29 Franklin, C.W., 1982 in Keating, P.J., 1995 
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with theory discovery cases, researches that conduct theory refinement 
cases must remain open to the discovery of constructs that supplement or 
replace constructs making up the theory brought to the research.  
Our field is relatively young, as there are not many existing theories 
regarding our subject. Dahlgren et al. classified their research scope as case 
studies resulting in the first step of the above-mentioned stages, that is 
theory development within the field of networks. Consequently, we 
anticipate our study, which builds on that study, to result in theory 
refinement. Our aim is to broaden the empirical knowledge of the field. In 
interaction with existing theories the result may be a refinement of the 
theories or in our case of a model.  
 
 

2.3 Research Procedure 
Initially, we started off with a common interest for management control 
issues. What triggered our interest was that a pilot study had been 
conducted at Linköping University that focused on management accounting 
in networks. As students we wanted to find a relevant and fresh angle, 
which required more specific insight of our chosen area. We were able to 
discuss the subject with a teacher who was also a co-writer of the 
mentioned pilot study and who later on became our tutor. We used the pilot 
study from 1999 “Management Accounting in Networks” that proposes a 
typology based on degree of co-operation and dependency, as a jump-start 
in our brainstorming for a more specific objective for the study. Our 
discussions led us to want to continue in the area of management 
accounting in networks. 
 
We began gathering secondary data on the subject to gain more insight, 
review the relevance of such a study and further refine our scope. It became 
obvious that several studies have been carried out regarding management 
accounting aspects of vertical networks and supply chains, but little has yet 
been done regarding the management accounting in horizontal networks. 
We interpreted this as corroboration that the typology model might be a 
helpful theoretical contribution to the field.  
 
The next step was searching for appropriate network candidates for our 
multiple-case studies. This soon turned out to be a much more complicated 
and time-consuming task than we ever thought. One of the major 
difficulties of researching on networks is that they are a phenomenon of 
informal nature. Networks are composed of several companies often 
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connected in “vague” ways meaning that in contrast to companies there are 
no public records of them. In spite of this, we were very fortunate to access 
a list of 29 networks that had been put together at Linköping University a 
few years earlier for another study of networks. This contact list was a 
significant starting point for us, although we had very limited knowledge of 
what type of networks were posted in the list to begin with. We went 
through the entire list and thus talked to numerous people involved in 
networks. However, since the list was three years old it soon became 
evident that finding interesting networks for our case studies would not be 
guaranteed by solely using the list. Some of the people offered as contacts 
on the list had already left their respective firms or changed positions 
within the firm. Others were simply very difficult to get hold of; in which 
case we would try to make new contacts within the network. Some 
networks were mutating into something different, others had been 
dissolved, and yet several others were in a dissolving state or simply so-
called “inactive” for the moment.  
 
We initiated contacts outside the list, for instance with a few municipalities 
in different parts of Sweden that we had heard were particularly involved in 
stimulating local trade and industries. There, we spoke to the people best 
informed of the local situation, both regarding the initiatives taken and the 
existing networks in their areas. Often this meant speaking to the respective 
administrator of trade and industries. We used these opportunities not only 
as mediators leading to other networks, but also to hear various 
perspectives of people outside the academic world. Although they were not 
structured interviews, but merely discussions over the phone, we regarded 
them as valuable as they had much to say on the subject as they encounter 
the phenomenon of networks quite often as part of their jobs. While some 
of these phone calls did not lead to anything in particular, still most of them 
did provide valuable comments as well as provided new network contacts.  
 
We also spoke to a management consultant30 who has been active in several 
networks. He had also participated in the writing of one of the volumes of 
the series “Småföretag i Samverkan” which was published during 2000 on 
behalf of the county council of Stockholm. We were also in touch with 
Sveriges Verkstadsindustri (VI, the Association of Swedish Engineering 
Industries), which works to enforce the long-term profitability and 
international competitive edge of its three thousand member companies.31 

                                                 
30 www.logbarex.se 
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In several occasions we spoke by phone to the head of the northern region 
where VI is active.  
 
We contacted Almi, a swedish association working on behalf of the state, 
county councils and certain municipalities to promote the growth of smaller 
companies. There we were handed information on several networks based 
on studies they had recently carried out themselves. This served as a 
preparation previous to our visit at Almi’s office in Linköping. We met, 
with one employee who had been responsible for their recent research on 
networks and were able to openly discuss with him, in which ways they 
could help us with our study. This led to even more tips of literature and 
networks he had found interesting. We carried discussions on which of the 
networks he was familiar with could be useful for us according to our 
purpose. Finally, the contact with one of our selected networks Midab, (see 
section 2.3.1) was a result of that meeting.  
 
In our search we did not want to ignore the knowledge of academics on the 
subject. We spoke with academics in two different Universities apart from 
our tutor at Linköping University. The first one was Göran Andersson from 
Växjö University, who has been active researching in networks for the past 
two decades. The other person we spoke to was Per Nilsson at Umeå 
University, who has for twenty-five years been following one of the 
networks that was studied in the previously mentioned pilot study 
“Management Accounting in Networks.” 
 
In retrospect we consider the weeks we spent in this search for network 
cases very valuable. We began with an open mind and mostly with a 
theoretical standpoint. These weeks essentially forced us to acquire a more 
pragmatic angle to the subject that further improved our understanding of 
the area we were about to write on. After this period we could feel 
confident about addressing an issue from an angle that was considered 
relevant not only from an academic point of view, but also from the 
perspective of those actually working hands-on with diverse network 
constellations. The genuine interest in knowing how financial aspects of 
network co-operations may be handled was striking. We found many 
people involved in networks interested in receiving concrete advices on 
how to handle these questions. Several times the people we talked to would 
mention that it is not uncommon that the matter of openness with financial 
information may be one of the origins to problems within network co-
operations 
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2.3.1 Selection of Networks  
Samples based on probability and samples not based on probability can be 
used in case studies. The point of the non-probability based sample is that 
the researcher discovers and understands the phenomenon.32 Thus, non-
probability sampling requires from the researcher that he or she exercises a 
great deal of so-called theoretical sensitivity. This refers to a personal 
quality of the researcher, among other things the attribute of having insight, 
and the ability to recognize what is important and give it meaning.33 This 
ability can increase from interweaving data selection with data analysis, as 
these two can feed each other by increasing insight and recognition 
regarding the theory.34 We strongly believe our theoretical sensitivity began 
developing and improved during the course of this study. This is 
particularly true for the weeks we spent searching for networks and 
selecting them. We had many interactions with people with pragmatic or 
academic standpoints, which made us reflect over our own understanding 
and perspectives.  
 
We had not decided on an absolute number of network-cases in advance. 
Eventually, the content of each additional network-case came to determine 
the optimal number for this particular study. During our phone 
conversations with people at different networks we would attempt to build 
ourselves a general idea about each network, for instance by asking about 
its structure, activities, level of cooperation, members etc.  
 
To remain systematic we decided to narrow our selection of network-cases 
based on a set of criteria. These were the following: First of all, we wanted 
to study existing networks. As we said earlier in the network-list we 
encountered many networks that had either been dissolved, were about to 
be dissolved, or were inactive, which we certainly observed as an 
interesting fact, but still chose to disregard from as it did not fit our 
purpose. As expected, another condition is that they had to be horizontal; 
the companies in the network ought to be placed at the same level in the 
value chain. Also, since we were interested in analyzing the management 
accounting issues of different network constellations this posed a 
requirement that the selected networks ought to be run with a business-
focus so that some integration in the management accounting systems of 
the networks was at least a possibility. The network concept is so wide that 
we found for instance several “networks”, without a business-focus, and 
                                                 
32 Patton, M.Q., 1980 
33 Strauss, A.L., & Corbin, J.M., 1990 
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whose only purpose was the exchange of experiences. We also considered 
it more illustrative and interesting if the networks we chose not only met 
the above requirements but also were different from each other. As we 
wanted to meet our criteria, our selection of networks was done partly 
along with a “pre-analysis” of the data gathered on each network; 
something that made our choices more theoretically sensitive. As long as 
we could meet the above prerequisites we would agree on a new network 
for our interviews. The final criterion that emerged was that the number of 
cases had to be manageable within the period of ten weeks. Each case 
would require scheduling several interviews with very busy people. Later 
on we would need to put these interviews together into several 
comprehensive case descriptions that we knew we wanted the interviewees 
to have time to review. For all those reasons we understood we would have 
to restrain the number of network-cases.  
 
Finally, our criteria led us to choose three networks. We had in fact found 
four rather interesting networks, but excluding one corresponded to our 
criterion of manageability with regards to our timeframe. It was relatively 
easy to know which one to eliminate. Out of these four networks two were 
relatively similar as to how the networks were structured and the degree of 
cooperation they portrayed, including their cooperation on the management 
accounting area. In accordance with our principle to pick networks that 
were different from each other from each other, we chose the one that 
seemed most different to the other two that had already been selected. 
Consequently, the three networks that we have chosen are the most distinct 
ones of the networks that we have been in contact with. From the list with 
almost thirty networks two met our criteria and were chosen. The third 
network was the result of one of the many contacts we made under our first 
weeks. 
 
 

Last Three Standing 
Besides meeting the criteria mentioned above we will now explain in the 
following what particular details of each chosen network caught our 
attention the most. 
 
Midab, which stands for Marine Interior Design AB (AB stands for joint 
stock company), was chosen because of its peculiar constellation. It is a 
joint stock company that is owned by only one person, but this one person 
makes it function on a regular basis as the so-called Midab-network. This 
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person takes care of all the contact between the customer and the member 
companies, as well as the contact between member companies. In 
consequence the single owner of the network plays a very central role. This 
is different to all other networks that we have encountered where a central 
person may very well exist, but is never the single most decisive link. Our 
Almi-contact was able to facilitate us the report of the study they conducted 
on this network. 
 
VMU, or Verkstadsmekanisk Union, is interesting for many reasons. This 
network is going through significant modifications during this year. Among 
other things, it will formalize the cooperation as a joint stock company. 
Although these changes have not taken place yet, we will in our later 
chapters carry our reasoning according to these changes. For the VMU 
companies they constitute not plans, but will very soon be facts. These 
changes will involve a membership system according to several different 
degrees. Also, VMU will consist of both a cooperative society and a joint 
stock company simultaneously. Although VMU will be a joint stock 
company, offers will not be handled centrally via the network. Finally, 
VMU is five years older than the other two networks. Four companies in 
VMU also constitute a separate company and network, called the Amlock 
Group. This group has closer collaborations and exchange of information 
and will not be discussed in this study, partly because it has been studied 
before. It was used as one of the case study objects in the network typology 
study we have mentioned earlier. Naturally we did not want to repeat the 
same case study object as in another study, but since VMU as a whole is 
quite different in many aspects to the Amlock Group, we find our study of 
VMU appropriate and relevant. 
 
SSMG, the System Supply Marketing Group, quickly distinguished itself 
in our minds because the cooperation seemed to have reached far despite 
the fact that it is a rather young network. Our experience with most other 
networks was that formalization and such focus would only come after 
many years, and after having a long history of networking experience 
together. To us SSMG seemed to display almost the exception by having a 
relatively close cooperation and deliberately elaborated plans. This even 
included the management accounting side of the network, which certainly 
made it an even more interesting network for a case study.  
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2.3.2 Data Gathering  
In qualitative case studies interviews are the main source of data 
accumulation.35 This is also the case in our study. It was the only real 
option we had since the advantages of surveys (such as the ability to cover 
a wide number of samples) were lost, as they require knowledge of the 
absolute number of network population. This is something we have 
thoroughly explained is almost impossible to assess. Also, clearly the 
quality of the data that surveys could possibly provide would not have met 
our requirements of depths, which was needed to compose our case-
descriptions. It was particularly important that the interviews generated 
comprehensive and deep answers, as they were our only possible source of 
data on each network. Naturally, the networks themselves do not hold 
much written information, if any at all, about their collaborations.  
 
We carried out a total of thirteen interviews, however this number needs to 
be broken down and explained. It has already been mentioned that our 
search for networks led us to conduct one interview with an Almi-
employee at the local office in Linköping. This was an unstructured 
interview that went on for about an hour. It served to improve our 
knowledge of networks in general, particularly regarding Midab. Midab 
was in our list of networks, but since our contact at Almi had himself 
studied Midab not long ago and had had personal contact with the owner it 
greatly facilitated our study of it. Summarizing, one interview could best be 
understood as offering support for our initial research, while twelve 
interviews have been studied in detail as our three network descriptions are 
based on them. In other words, we held four interviews with each of our 
selected networks.  
 
We have in the first place interviewed the individuals centrally employed 
by the networks, or in the case of Midab, the owner, in order to get a 
general picture of it. Generally this central figure also gave us the names of 
at least three others we could contact in each network-company. We would 
make sure that the interviewees we contacted were the people who knew 
the most about the financial matters of their particular companies and/or 
who were one of the most active company representatives within the 
network. Thus, apart from the central person in each network, we 
interviewed three other persons in three different companies for each 
network. This was estimated to be an appropriate number. To begin with, 
we did not want to interview different numbers of people for each network 
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as the case descriptions may become too imbalanced in details; one of the 
companies has only five member companies while the other two networks 
have between fourteen and sixteen companies. As a result, if the case 
descriptions now depict more information in one case than in another it is 
solely a reflection of the different extents of cooperation. After conducting 
four interviews per network we had enough material to distinguish some 
major similarities and differences between the types of networks we were 
dealing with. We noticed how the amount of new marginal information 
greatly declined after three interviews per network. This led us to believe 
that interviewing a fifth person in each network was likely to generate 
mostly data we were already very familiar with.  
 
Unfortunately we did not have the possibility to visit the network 
companies. The interviews where all conducted by phone. Although, it was 
not possible for us to make direct observations such as to perceive physical 
expressions or the effect that the surroundings may have had on the 
interviewees’ answers, we do feel we at least partly compensated for this in 
other ways. We had access to a speakerphone so both interviewers were 
able to be active in each one of the interviews. Interviews can be structured 
to different degrees, but often qualitative research interviews are partly 
structured containing certain themes. We think of our interviews as semi-
structured or focused interviews, which allowed us to have our questions 
organized in an interview guide. An interview guide lists topics that the 
interviewer should attempt to cover during the course of the interview.36 At 
the same time the sequencing of our questions did not have to be the same 
for every participant as it was flexible enough to depend on the process of 
the interview and the answers of each individual. The value of an interview 
guide is however that it ensures the researcher that he or she collects 
similar types of data from all informants.37 Researchers can develop 
questions and decide for themselves, which issues to pursue.38 Since a 
guide can be long and detailed, but does not have to be followed precisely, 
it was an advantage for the quality of the study that we were two 
interviewers. We were able to complement each other during this 
procedure, for instance by following up with relevant questions when 
complex or unclear answers were given. By being two interviewers we 
were also able to carry the interviews in a less rigid way, which must be 
seen as having improved the quality of the interview. Each one of us made 
notes and we alternated questions freely. 
                                                 
36 Cassell, C. & Symon, G., 1995 
37 Merriam, S.B., 1994 
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The development of the interview guide does not end at the start of the first 
interview. Instead, it may be modified through use: adding probes or even 
whole topics which had originally not been included, but have emerged 
spontaneously in interviews; dropping or reformulating those which are 
incomprehensible to participants or consistently fail to elicit responses in 
any way relevant to the research question(s).39 Particularly after the first 
interviews we revised the guide several times, still preserving the same 
areas to cover. We merely simplified it, made the order more logical 
according to our experience and sometimes adapted some of the questions 
depending on whom they were directed to. This was important since our 
interviewees would be e-mailed the interview guide normally at least one 
day in advance. This was generally very appreciated. For us this improved 
the quality of the answers; the respondents had had time to familiarize with 
the themes to be addressed.  
 
Each interview lasted about one hour and was recorded. The question of 
anonymity was clarified in the beginning of each interview. None of the 
networks have imposed any restrictions on us regarding anonymity. We 
tried to transcript each interview as soon as possible while we still had the 
information fresh in mind. We have also had occasional e-mail contact with 
some of the respondents. Compiling the interviews from all member 
companies in a network gave us the aggregated picture of each network’s 
level of cooperation and management accounting system. When the 
principal features of each network were crystallized we were able to define 
the characteristics of the networks’ management accounting systems. After 
having put together the network descriptions a copy of these was sent to 
each respondent in order to verify the accuracy of facts. Only in very few 
cases did we receive answers saying that there had been misunderstandings, 
which of course led us to rectify our mistakes. However, as we felt the need 
to be absolutely certain in some specific questions a second complementary 
interview was held with the key person in each network. As these 
interviews merely had the purpose of clarifying and ensuring the correct 
understanding of facts, these phone discussions were conducted by only 
one of us at the time. The interviews lasted between thirty minutes to an 
hour depending on the amount and depths of the questions we had prepared 
specifically for the occasion. At last, the final network descriptions were 
sent once again to each respondent with the condition that any mistakes 
needed to be pointed out to us; we did not receive any disapproving replies.  
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Our secondary data was mainly derived from books, electronic and non-
electronic articles available at libraries. Apart from this, we obtained 
information from different municipalities and organizations of interest in 
the form of books and newsletters. We also received some printed 
information straight from the network companies. 
 
 

2.4 Quality of the Study 
All research must rightly be open to criticism, and because a research 
design is supposed to represent a logical set of statements, the quality of 
any given research-design must be able to be evaluated according to certain 
logical tests. Two criteria by which a research can be evaluated are validity 
and reliability. Validity could be examined by disaggregating the term in 
two parts, internal and external validity, which will be discussed in the 
following sections. 
 
 

2.4.1 Internal Validity 
When doing research the study object needs to be well understood so that 
valid statements about it can be made. While quantitative research often 
presents actual and measurable facts to work with, social sciences and 
qualitative research normally depend on a more subjective reality of the 
study object. It is often better understood as a reality that is socially 
constructed by those implicated. As this reality is among other things 
multidimensional it may vary in time and according to the individual 
describing its perception of it.40 For these reasons the purpose of a 
researcher, and particularly our objective while attempting to describe our 
three network cases, is to reconstruct as truthfully as possible the 
construction of a reality as it is perceived by our respondents.41 Hence it 
may be said that a study can be estimated to hold a higher level of internal 
validity if it is credible and truthful for the ones closely involved with the 
study object. 
 
There are several strategies that a researcher can use to guarantee a higher 
level of internal validity; triangulation, respondent’s control of the 
researcher’s descriptions and interpretations, repeated observations, 
horizontal criticism, respondent’s participation and elucidation of skews.42 
                                                 
40 Merriam, S.B., 1994 
41 Enerstvedt, R.T. in Kvale, S.,1989 
42 Merriam, S.B., 1994 
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Some strategies may need to be explained, whereas others speak for 
themselves. Triangulation implies that several researchers, sources and 
methods are used to confirm results. Horizontal criticism means that the 
researcher discusses the results with colleagues. “Elucidation of skews” 
means that the starting point is described, as well as basic assumptions and 
theoretical perspectives at the initial stage of the research. Naturally, as 
researchers it would seem ideal to use all of these strategies simultaneously 
to increase the level of internal validity of our study. It could be highlighted 
as a form of triangulation that we would check our respondents’ answers 
against the answers of other respondents within the same network. This 
happened when we occasionally perceived the answers as not clear enough 
or if they appeared more politically correct than real. We also allowed our 
respondents to read our network descriptions after having compiled all 
interviews from a certain network. As they answered by verifying accuracy 
or pointing at inaccuracies to be corrected, we were able to confirm the 
truthfulness of our descriptions and interpretations thus increasing the level 
of internal validity of our study. Some of our respondents also participated 
actively while we were writing the network descriptions. In particular, one 
very important factor was more or less determined through the participation 
of our respondents; namely the following three contacts within each 
network we got to interview. These were chosen and handed to us by the 
central figure of each network. Also, on the initiative of one of our 
respondents we received for instance a very helpful illustration of one of 
the networks’ membership levels. Finally, to allow our readers the 
opportunity to personally elucidate our potential biases and evaluate our 
methods we have applied a great deal of openness in describing our 
methodology. 
 
 

2.4.2. External Validity 
While a high level of internal validity in a study captures the limited reality 
of the specific object of study, a high level of external validity indicates 
that the study has captured a wider, extended reality with the help of the 
study object. In other words, the external validity explains to what extent 
the results from a certain study can be applied in other situations than the 
one examined.43  
 
Alvesson and Björkman illuminate the potential paradox of case studies in 
conjunction with the issue of generalization. They say that the problem on 
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one hand involves the need to find a balance between making profound 
descriptions that offer a good understanding of the single case, and on the 
other hand the need to treat important themes and dimensions of more 
general relevance.44 We have at least partly avoided the risk of becoming 
only entertaining storytellers by using multiple case studies instead of a 
single case to explore the subject area. This fact has forced us as 
investigators to constantly lift our focus from irrelevant details in favor of a 
more general view.  
 
On the other hand, Eisenhardt recommends that once all information has 
been assessed for each case study, the analysis may begin to take place and 
the first step is to become intimately familiar with each case as a stand-
alone entity. This process allows the unique patterns of each case to emerge 
before investigators push to generalize patterns across cases.45 Our goal has 
been to profoundly describe and analyze each network as it is before 
making any general remarks. The next step is the cross-case search for 
patterns. One tactic she presents is to select pairs of cases and then list the 
similarities and differences between each pair.46 The result of these forced 
comparisons can be new categories and concepts, which the investigators 
did not anticipate.47 Since the aim of our work is a theory refinement of the 
network typology proposed by Dahlgren et al, we have compared each of 
our three case studies with each of the three different network types of the 
model. Differences and similarities have been analyzed. In other words, we 
have maintained our theoretical framework present at all times, which is a 
key issue for generalization according to Hartley: 
 

“The value of theory is key… without a theoretical framework, a 
case study may produce fascinating details about life in a 
particular organization, but without any wider significance. 
Indeed, a case study without the discipline of theory can easily 
degenerate to a ‘story’”.48 

 
As a result, we regard our study as one that holds a satisfactory level of 
external validity. It begins by presenting depth in each of our cases and 
then moves to the general applicability of an empirically widened 
theoretical framework. The typology model represents a dimension of 
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general relevance as it is meant as an instrument to analyze a population of 
networks rather than only our limited sample. 
 
 

2.4.3 Reliability 
The objective of the reliability test is to ensure that, if a later investigator 
followed exactly the same procedures as described by an earlier 
investigator and conducted the same case study all over again, the later 
investigator should arrive at the same findings and conclusions.49 Note that 
the emphasis is on doing the same case over again, not on “replicating” the 
results of one case study by doing another case study. The goal of 
reliability is to minimize the errors and biases in a study.50 In other words, 
that the results of a study as much as possible do not depend on the one 
conducting the study, that is on the researcher. Qualitative research, in 
seeking to describe and understand how people make sense of their world, 
does not require researchers to strive for “objectivity” and to distance 
themselves from research participants.51 To do so would make good 
qualitative research impossible, as the interviewer’s sensitivity to 
“subjective” aspects of his or her relationship with the interviewee is an 
essential part of the research process.52 From this perspective a case study 
would hardly come to the same conclusion twice. However, it does not 
necessarily indicate a lower degree of reliability, even if qualitative 
research and case studies in particular are confronted with a tougher 
challenge. This is a good reason why a great deal of openness regarding the 
research procedure plays such a major role. We believe we have well 
described the research procedure in this study, but it is also to the reader to 
decide.  
 
 

2.4.4 Criticism of Methodology 
Our case studies play an important role in developing the knowledge base 
in a certain field. The existing literature has not yet thoroughly addressed 
the management accounting issues, and the interest from behalf of 
networks, indicates that our purpose must be relevant both from a 
theoretical as well as pragmatic point of view. Nevertheless the method has 
some disadvantages. Even if the aim is to make a good description and 
analysis of each case, the study is limited in time and the result may have 
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been affected. We have chosen to interview three companies in each 
network, apart from the person employed by the centrally by the network. 
As the same rules for networking apply to all parts of the network, we do 
not think interviewing only four individuals in each network implies any 
major risk of error. Nevertheless, the fact that not all companies in the 
network have been interviewed may have affected the accuracy of the 
result in the case of the VMU network and the case of the Midab network, 
since the number of companies in those networks is around fifteen. We do 
not think this risk involves the result of SSMG, since that network consists 
of a much smaller number of companies.  
 
The interviews were conducted by phone, which might have made us miss 
certain information that is given by body language. However, we did 
conduct the interviews by a speakerphone so that both interviewers could 
attend enhancing the quality of the interviews. 
 
The theories we are applying allow for personal judgment regarding the 
positioning of our three networks studied. If our study would be conducted 
again by two other persons the outcome may not be exactly the same. This 
was explained in the past section, however we are convinced that we have 
made such efforts to be self-conscious about this study that our study 
should be relatively unbiased and therefore easier to do over again. 
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3 Theoretical Framework 
This chapter will offer a presentation of the two central parts of the 
purpose of this paper. At first the “network” will be reviewed by anchoring 
this phenomenon to its theoretical and practical aspects. This will then be 
followed by a discussion of the management accounting difficulties in 
network co-operations, to finally conclude with an instrumental framework 
for the following chapters. 
 
 

3.1 The Nature of Networks 
“Networks are a voluntary, usually long-term agreement, 

regarding partial coordination of resources between two or more 
completely independent companies. The cooperation aims at 

giving the parts an increased individual fulfillment of objectives, 
through a mutual commitment toward a common goal. This will 

occur through integration of one or several cooperative 
functions, while those in other functions and aspects will remain 

independent units.”53 
 

Does it not seem simple? How can a constellation like this manage to 
agree, cooperate and control the common businesses? In order to come to a 
conclusion, the definitions of networks have to be discussed. 
 
 

3.1.1 Abundance of Definitions  
More and more firms are joining the so-called networking wave.54 Network 
constellations take various forms, and there is a considerable lack of 
consensus on how networks are referred to. The problem has to do with 
how a network, if seen as a setting for cooperation, is becoming a concept 
that is too wide and heterogeneous to be clearly defined. It is not 
uncommon to hear terms like business co-operations, virtual networks or 
organizations, strategic alliances, franchising, business networks, hybrids 
etc. sometimes all be interchangeably used in the literature, unfortunately 
with inconsistency regarding their exact significance. One author has for 
example recently summarized around fifty terms that have been used by 
one or several authors to formulate different forms of networks.55 
Particularly the English literature on networks may sometimes resemble a 
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“terminology jungle”. Indeed, another side of the lack of consistency 
regarding terminology has to do with the fact that there are many different 
forms of inter-firm relations and the definitions vary with the aspects that 
are being studied. However, in the case of networks the need for consensus 
and understanding of the network phenomenon has been so important that 
even the City of Stockholm recently coordinated a study that resulted in a 
series of books on the subject of networking. The following table gives and 
example of some current notions of networks with various degrees of 
integration. Our own definition of networks will be discussed later on in 
this chapter. 
 
 
 Merger 

Acquisition 
Fusion 

  
Strategic alliance 

Industrial network 

Board cooperation 

Franchising 

License-holder 

Subcontracting 

Voluntary branch union 

 Contract 

Virtual organizations 

Clusters 

Professional and Industrial organization, 
Interest groups 

       Form 
         Of 
  Cooperation 

  
Trade with standard products 

Competing companies 
      Market 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Degree 

of 
Integration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 
Different forms of networks and enterprises. 
Source: Translated from Bengtsson, L., Holmqvist, M. & Larsson, R., 
1998, in Småföretag i samverkan, vol. 1, p. 38. 
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3.1.2. The Challenge 
The reasons why companies form networks may vary a great deal and the 
initiative to cooperate may emerge from different parties. It may be an idea 
originating in several firms after having assessed the need for combined 
forces in order to go for “a bigger fish”. It might also be a larger customer 
imposing the idea of cooperation between its suppliers for the sake of 
cutting costs or it might just as well be an idea initiated in accordance with 
political decisions in order to stimulate companies.  
 
The advantage of networks is the convenient possibility to “combine small 
firm flexibility with large firm muscle.”56 Nevertheless, a major difficulty 
that immediately arises is the lack of a common network authority to guide 
and to focus on everything that the management of a single organization 
normally has to deal with. Assessing performance or striving towards a 
single direction may become incredibly difficult tasks and many related 
questions will emerge. The reliance on the establishment of networks by 
contracts or on the building of trust instead is well debated a question. 
Although the literature is very split in this respect, it appears clear that the 
discussion on trust emerges almost simultaneously in the context of 
networks. One valuable form of discussing trust has been Sako’s 
formulation of contractual trust, goodwill trust and competence trust.57 
Contractual trust means that agreements between the parties are fulfilled, 
goodwill trust refers to a willingness to do more than is formally expected, 
and competence trust concerns the expectation of a trading partner 
performing its role competently.  
 
Sako also introduces the concept of arm’s-length contractual relation, ACR, 
and the obligational contractual relation, OCR. The former implies that the 
interdependence between parties is low; all dealings are conducted at arm’s 
length to avoid undue familiarity. The obligational contractual relation is in 
short based on trust and mutual dependence.58  
 
 

3.1.3. The Network Approach and the TCE Approach 
In the literature many studies have involved questions regarding different 
forms of organizing economic activity. In inter-firm network research, 
there has been a dominant tendency to conceptualize networks as a distinct 
type of organizing economic exchange, to be added to the two traditional 
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forms of markets and hierarchies.59 There are two main alternative ways of 
perceiving networks. The first view has its roots in transaction cost 
economics, or TCE, while the second view is sometimes referred to as the 
“network approach”.  
 
The network approach is based on social exchange theory. It considers 
inter-firm networking as a “third” and narrower organizational form with 
its own distinctive features, different from those of markets and hierarchies. 
This relies on the fact that its proponents try to identify organizational traits 
of networking that are typical neither of markets nor of hierarchies. Such 
traits are said to include peer group joint decision-making, reciprocal, 
preferential, mutually supportive actions, trust, and informal, extra-
contractual agreements.60 In the figure below the two different approaches 
on networks are illustrated: 
 
 
 

The TCE  
approach: Market Hierarchy 

The 
network  
approach:

Hierarchy Market 

Network 

Network 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 
Two views on networks. 
Source: Andersson, G., 2001, p.45. 
 
The transaction cost economics theory explains networking from another 
point of view. It looks upon activities as transactions between parties. 
Placing the transactions in a hierarchy can reduce the risk of opportunistic 
behavior, and limit the effects of bounded rationality of human beings. 
Bounded rationality implies that human beings are incapable of establish 
perfect rational decision making models. By choosing the most suitable 
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governance structure the firm can save on transaction costs. The transaction 
cost theory assumes that transactions can be completed by means of 
markets, hierarchies or hybrid governance forms.61 Market and hierarchy 
are according to Williamson62 two opposite kinds of business activity. The 
market consists of independent parties whereas hierarchies are 
organizations with a uniform management. There are however extensive 
business activities that cannot be placed in either one of both extremes. 
Networks are business activities situated in-between the market ideal and 
the hierarchy ideal and were therefore originally only labeled hybrids, 
which are mutually dependent on the market and the hierarchy. The 
characteristics of networks are not exhaustively developed and defined so 
far.63 It is yet unknown where in-between the imaginary continuum the 
network could be situated exactly. Is it an activity in its characteristics 
closer to the market or closer to the hierarchy-type? In traditional 
transaction cost theory hybrid organizations are thought to be an 
undifferentiated category and consequently exist in only one form64. 
 
The transaction cost view offers a rather wide definition of networks by 
proposing the hybrid organizational form that contains features of both 
markets and hierarchies. It includes any intermediate form between a 
market and an integrated firm: from bilateral to trilateral to multilateral 
governance, and from formal to informal agreements.65  
 
However, although these are traditionally two rival approaches they do 
undeniably converge in the sense of admitting that networks as something 
worth being observed as separate from markets and hierarchies. All this 
appears to point out how important it is to first admit that many different 
forms of network-like co-operations exist and are constantly evolving. 
 
Finally, as a result of the many divergent ideas both from a theoretical and 
practical standpoint regarding the concept of network it is necessary to 
make clear the position of this thesis. Our definition of a network is 
intended as a concept that disregards from the network approach in favour 
of the transactional cost approach. This is motivated by the fact that this 
approach focuses on aspects that can be captured within the management 
accounting perspective, which is in accordance with the purpose of the 
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study. Also, the network as such has to have an intention to pursue business 
operations. Furthermore, we intent to study horizontal networks. Networks 
are horizontal when the companies constituting the network are at the same 
level of the value chain, in other words, they may be competitors and 
produce products that are at the same stage in the production process.  
 
 

3.2 Management Accounting 
Management control is the process by which managers influence other 
members of the organization to implement the organization’s strategies 
efficiently and effectively.66 This definition is very close to Anthony’s & 
Govindarajan’s definition of management control. According to Anthony & 
Govindarajan management control involves activities such as planning for 
the organization, coordination of activities, communicating and evaluating 
information, decision making of what action should be taken and 
influencing people to change their behavior.67 In our opinion the 
management control concept is much wider than the management 
accounting concept. Whereas management control is constituted of both 
quantitative and non-quantitative information, management accounting 
concerns in our opinion only quantitative information. The definition of 
Horngren et al. is very close to the definition of Anthony et al. of 
management accounting. Horngren claims that management accounting is 
the process of identifying, measuring accumulation, analyzing, preparing, 
interpreting, and communicating information that helps mangers fulfill 
organizational objectives. Horngren’s definition of management accounting 
is the one we refer to.  
 
Management accounting is applicable to all organizations: it is used by 
profit-oriented manufacturing, merchandising, financial and service 
businesses and also by government and other nonprofit organizations of all 
types.68 The next figure 3.3 illustrates the position of management 
accounting in the representation of information. 
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Figure 3.3 
Types of information 
Source: Anthony, R.N. et al, 1995, p. 4. 
 
Examples of operating information are wages, prices of merchandises, 
stocks, grants etc. Operating information constitutes by far the largest 
quantity of accounting information. As suggested by the arrows at the 
bottom of the illustration, operating information provides the basic data for 
both management accounting and financial accounting. Financial 
accounting information is intended both for managers and also for the use 
of parties external to the organization, including shareholders, banks and 
other creditors, government agencies, investment advisers and the general 
public.69 In other words, financial accounting information comprises 
balance sheets, income statements and cash flows.  
 
Management accounting information is used in three management 
functions: planning implementation and control.70 An important form of 
planning is budgeting. Budgeting is the process of planning the overall 
activities of the organization for a specified period of time, usually a year. 
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A primary objective of budgeting is to coordinate the separate plans made 
for various segments of the organization so that they harmonize with one 
another. The ability to estimate costs, and thereby the profitability, of a 
project is decisive to all companies. The routine of handling investments is 
linked to a company’s strategies, and since the investments has to be 
planned for, they also have implications on the management accounting 
system in the company.  
 
Management accounting within a company can be complicated enough, but 
when a network of companies has to plan, implement and control a 
common project, it becomes even more complex. On the market, the 
relation between two parties is regulated by contract. Inter-organizational 
and intra-organizational relationships also need to be controlled and 
coordinated. In this respect, management regulates the intra-organizational 
relations, whereas no authority regulates the inter-organizational 
relationships. The lack of authority in networks complicates the question of 
how to handle management accounting aspects. The network companies 
often consider questions like these, ”a hot potato”. In this section we will 
emphasize difficulties that arise regarding management accounting in 
networks.  
 
 

3.2.1 Budgeting 
Network cooperation might have several implications on the common 
budgeting process as well as on the individual budgets of the member 
companies.71 Before signing a contract with the customer the network will 
have to know if there is capacity available, and in which company in the 
network. In many networks the companies take order from outside the 
network as well as within. This fact emphasizes the importance of checking 
capacity. Capacity limits in one firm could affect the others, giving rise to 
the need to construct the inter-organizational budget before the individual 
companies’ own budgets can be constructed.72 Naturally sales budgets and 
purchasing budgets are also affected. 
 
Usually, in a network company larger amounts are handled than in a single 
company. This might lead to cash flow problems within the network 
company that is in contact with the client, which in one way or another; 
impacts on the other network companies collectively, since they usually get 
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paid by the contracting network company. To facilitate collaborative 
budgeting on alliances, it might also help to move to an increase in the use 
of projects as a basis for coding expenditure and revenue, in the regular 
budgeting and accounting processes as well as in investment appraisal.73  
 
 

3.2.2 Costing 
Since the entire idea with cooperative relationships rests on the possibility 
of establishing a win-win situation,74 the networks first of all face a need to 
assess the profitability of a relationship, both ex ante and ex post. The ex 
post evaluation requires a measurement system for costs and revenues. It 
also introduces a need for a mechanism for apportioning profits and 
losses.75 When the costs are known the profitability of the project may be 
established. Before arriving at this stage, there are several questions about 
the costing process that have to be answered. When companies 
manufacture a product or a complete system collaboratively, they have 
different choices how to conduct costing. They could individually make an 
estimate of the cost of conducting their part of the product, and then 
aggregate all companies’ individual costs to one single cost, constituting a 
base during the negotiating process with the client. On the other hand they 
could jointly conduct the product costing. This would imply revealing more 
information than in the first case. There is also the ”choice” between letting 
the market set the price, or basing the price on the cost of manufacturing 
the product. 
 
When the various companies use different costing methods it becomes 
difficult to compare them and thereby see if one company adds a larger 
mark-up than another company. For instance, if some of the companies 
have a contribution approach where fixed and variable costs are separated, 
and other use the absorption approach, how will the companies be able to 
compare their estimations in order to agree on an aggregated cost?  
 
The issues regarding profits and losses may also be complicated. How is 
the profit that the networks generate distributed? Does the profit stay within 
the central network company, usually owned by the other network 
companies, or is it distributed to the network companies? If it is distributed, 
what principles are used? The same question arises regarding losses. Does 
the network companies share a loss or is it the network company who has 
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the closest contact with the customer? When estimating the product cost it 
is not obvious what to include. Should the individual company or the 
contracting network company compensate for eventual losses? How is it 
even possible to measure losses, since some network activities are very 
difficult to measure? 
 
 

3.2.3 Accounting 
A common question within networks is which company will be the 
contracting company. Is an individual company chosen to handle the 
relation with the customer or should a jointly owned network company be 
created to take care of customers? Which form should that joint company 
take; a cooperative association, a joint stock company or another form? 
Where should the activities that the companies do in common, like training, 
marketing and social activities etc be registered and accounted for? Those 
activities are usually difficult to measure, in contrast to activities related to 
production. As mentioned, network activities are difficult to measure; it is 
equally difficult to measure efficiency and effectiveness of the network. 
This subject is actually one of the major challenges of the network 
management accounting systems.  
 
 

3.2.4 Investments 
An investment could be defined as a commitment of current funds in 
anticipation of receiving a larger future flow of funds.76 A single company 
can commit to such a decision based on calculations that normally take into 
consideration the risk and the return of an investment. Hence, if the 
companies in a network wish to invest as one unified unit the determination 
of which investments are profitable might turn complicated if different 
methods of calculation are used. Even if all network parties approve a 
common network investment evaluation method, for instance agreeing on a 
common discount rate may be tricky as different businesses and companies 
may have different alternative costs for their invested capital. 
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3.3 Management accounting in networks 
In this section the Dahlgren et al. typology will be described, followed by 
van der Meer-Kooistra & Vosselmans contingency factors, as well as a 
discussion of the current knowledge about management accounting in 
networks.  
 
 

3.3.1 A typology of networks 
From a management accounting perspective Dahlgren, Holmström and 
Johansson have recently proposed a typology of networks77. Referring to 
Williamson’s market–hierarchy continuum and to the basic assumption that 
networks are a distinct form of economic organization that can be placed 
between these two endpoints, three categories of networks were proposed. 
These are business networks, strategic networks and functional networks. 
The empirical study behind these categories suggested that a visible 
structure in the network typology prevail. They differ according to degree 
of co-operation and dependency, and represent three important tasks for 
management in network collaborations, each with a corresponding 
management accounting configuration. Their positions between the market 
and the hierarchy can be illustrated by the following figure 3.4. 
 
 
 

Hierarchy Functional 
Network 

Strategic 
Network

Business 
Network 

Market  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 
Three types of network co-operations situated between the market and 
hierarchy ideals of economic organization. 
Source: Dahlgren, J. et al, 1999, p. 17. 
 
The business network category is characterized by a positive attitude 
towards co-operations and the formation of long-lasting relations, with the 
fundamental belief that this will eventually benefit all network partners. On 
the other hand, as the collaboration is not very tight and will principally be 
triggered by specific business deals or opportunities, it may occasionally 
include other actors than the normal network participants. Meetings are 
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held informally as the network has no fixed form of organization. No 
network investments in any fixed assets that would bring about long-term 
bonds and dependencies exist either. Joint market activities may typically 
include collaboration at fairs or other actions to mutually help each other 
attracting customers to be handled preferably together. The collaboration 
may still generate only a small part of the turnover of the individual firms. 
As could be expected, offers and deals for the network will be handled by a 
designated network company rather than by a central network 
representative. There is some knowledge regarding the management 
accounting systems of other network-partners. Ultimately all these factors 
situate the business network closer to the market alternative. 
 
In strategic networks there is a certain level of congruence in the strategic 
goals of the different firms. The network activities form part of the long-
term objectives of each firm, which encourages enduring network 
collaborations. The companies may have common investments in 
production capacity as well as joint products. Network activities will 
evolve around these, as they are strategically relevant and expected to 
create future customer value. These co-operations are often risky. 
Accordingly, the companies may agree to formalize the cooperative 
activities in some way, for instance through a joint company, where joint 
management accounting information can be handled as this will be needed 
for profit-sharing, planning, control and coordination. However, the 
network activities are not considered central for the individual companies 
as they only generate a limited part of the turnover of the respective firms. 
Finally, the strategic network type represents a middle position in the 
imaginary line between market and hierarchies as can be observed in figure 
3.4. 
 
Companies in functional networks are integrated to the extent of having 
formed a common organization at least for the function of marketing and 
possibly product development, but it may, to a certain degree, even concern 
production and purchasing. The firms are still formally autonomous 
although a joint company may have been formed to govern and control all 
network activities and even though most or the entire individual 
companies’ turnovers originate within the frame of the network. There will 
be a central handling of customer requests and a need for a special 
management accounting system to be used for the administration of the 
product planning, costing, invoicing and accounting of all network activity. 
The sharing of functional processes leads to the development of complex 
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dependencies between the network companies, which will need to be 
coordinated through rules, planning and mutual adjustment. This high level 
of integration leads to a network that, from a management standpoint, is 
much closer to the hierarchy extreme.  
 
As was just implied, these three categories of networks represent gradually 
progressive degrees of cooperation and accordingly also different degrees 
of dependency. For instance, when the inventors of this typology analyzed 
three industrial networks the one that was found to be a functional network 
had been active for 40 years. As that network was organized around a 
single central market-contact the member companies completely lacked 
connection to the market, creating a major dependency and a sustained 
impediment for leaving the network. The strategic network companies were 
instead tied to each other by a joint investment in a common product whose 
long-term profitability hence determined the length of survival of the 
network. Finally the business network with its loose ties entailed only a 
commitment that lasted throughout the completion of the specific business-
cooperation and afterwards provided the possibility for quick withdrawal. 
 
The management control process encompasses planning and control 
systems, among other things systems for budgeting, costing and 
accounting. On a more practical level the above-mentioned network types 
were found to entail different ways and extents of impact and necessary 
adjustments on these systems. Also diverse manners for how earnings and 
risks ought to be shared and the design of effectiveness and efficiency 
control processes were expected to differ between the three categories of 
networks. In the following we present the three case examples studied by 
Dahlgren, Holmström and Johansson as they may apply in concrete cases.  
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Table I 
Examples of management accounting relations in the business, strategic 
and functional networks.  
Source: Dahlgren, J. et al., 1999 
 
  

Example of a 
Management 
Accounting 

Relation in a  
Business Network 

 
Example of a 
Management 
Accounting 

Relation in a  
Strategic Network 

 
Example of a  
Management 
Accounting 

Relation in a  
Functional 
Network 

Budget 

No common 
budgets. 
Capacity 
discussions once a 
year. 

Common budget 
for network 
product.  
Capacity planning. 

Integrated budget 
process. 

Costing 

No common 
costing model.  
Limited knowledge 
of each other’s 
costing models. 
Individual mark-
up 

Joint network 
product costing. 
Full openness in 
the network 
product costing 
process. 

Integrated costing 
system. 
Full openness.  

Accounting 

No common 
accounting system. 
Internal invoicing. 

Common 
accounting for 
network product.  
Internal invoicing. 

No common 
accounting system 
for the whole 
network.  
Internal invoicing 
system. 

Investment 
No common 
investments. 
 

Jointly owned 
company. 
 

Common 
investments for the 
network. 

 
 

3.3.2 Contingency factors 
It is important to think about how to set up inter-firm relations, with which 
partner, within which contractual framework, about how to coordinate the 
relationship and which processes can be used for supporting planning, 
measuring and assessing the activities and its results. Van der Meer-
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Kooistra and Vosselmans78 research in this area is based on transaction cost 
theory and trust based approaches. The choice of governance structure 
depends on the character of the specific transactional relation. As 
mentioned earlier, by choosing the most suitable governance structure the 
firm can save on transaction costs. As you might remember form the 
section about the transaction cost theory, if transaction costs are high, it is 
better to handle those costs within a firm than on the market.  
 
According to Van der Meer-Kooistra and Vosselman, transaction cost 
economics shows that there are three elements that determine the features 
of the relationship between the network companies, and the control of the 
relation. These elements are the transaction, the transaction environment 
and the transaction parties. Factors that may influence the transaction 
environment are fast technological changes, though competition, 
institutional arrangements which define boundaries within which 
companies must be designed. Transaction parties are the companies that 
take part in the network. Aspects of importance in this matter may regard 
experience from cooperating with a specific party, information asymmetry 
and reputation between parties. The contingency factors will help us in 
categorizing the network studied.  
 
 

3.3.3 Current Exploration of the Field 
There has not been much research on management accounting in horizontal 
networks. Most of the literature describes vertical integration and supply 
chain management. However, some concepts that concern vertical 
networks are also applicable to horizontal networks. Cullen et al.79 studied 
two kinds of network structures, the vertical integration that internalizes the 
whole activity, and obligational contracting whereby firms recognize their 
interdependence and ongoing nature of relationship. We look upon the 
horizontal networks that we are studying as having an obligational 
contracting structure. The obligational contracting implies many hazards 
like difficulties to managing multiple relations, difficulties in evaluation 
due to multi-dimensionality, a real or perceived loss of control, and a loss 
of profit on value added that goes to outside firms. According to Cullen et 
al. open book accounting might solve some of these problems. Open book 
accounting implies that partners may inspect each other’s costs and 
revenues, and may enable both greater trust and self-enforcing agreements.  
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Cullen et al. discusses management accounting from a make or buy 
perspective. When to decide if to make or buy, cost reduction activities are 
emphasized. They found that knowledge of how to deduce costs from a 
product or a process was apparently more important than the precise 
measurement of existing costs. As a result Activity Based Costing, ABC, 
and Balanced Scorecard, BSC, were introduced. ABC strives for an 
improved understanding of business processes and for more precise 
costing. Lere and Saraph80 argue that ABC is far superior for supplier 
analysis. If they provide any cost data at all, suppliers tend to provide 
information only based on traditional costing. Lere and Saraph suggest that 
one way round this problem is to gather the sort of technical data that may 
help suppliers to reduce cost or to increase efficiency. Another advantage 
of understanding supplier costs is that it may help the buyer to change its 
activities in order to reduce supplier’s costs.  
 
Hope and Hope81 support the importance of ABC and emphasize the need 
to introduce horizontal information systems, especially regarding activity 
based management systems. They argue that old vertical management 
structures and information systems should be turned on their side and 
replaced with horizontal information systems, which are directed 
horizontally towards the customer. In their terms, horizontal systems can 
bring activity based management systems into life. By highlighting value 
creation, eliminating unnecessary work, and using technology to improve 
the speed and quality of processes and information systems, growth and 
profitability will increase. They also claim that for horizontal organizations 
a highly effective cost management program is a necessity, not a luxury. 
According to Cooper and Yoshikawa82 the primary benefits of horizontally 
integrated organizational structures are increased adaptability and 
flexibility allowing the firms to respond more rapidly to changes in the 
competitive environment.  
 
The balanced scorecard seeks to promote a better understanding of non-
financial performance. According to the proponents of this approach, 
business units should be assigned goals and then measured from four 
perspectives: the financial, the customer, the internal business, and the 
perspective of innovation and learning.83 Both ABC and BSC offer 
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potential solutions to measuring intra-company costs or to demonstrating 
the non-financial benefits of the partnership.  
 
In contrast to Tomkins84 who argues that no new management accounting 
techniques are needed, Cullen et al claims that the introduction of new 
techniques is demanded alongside traditional reporting systems. In 1999 
Cullen et al conducted case studies about management accounting in inter-
firm supply chains.85 Among other things they found that the companies 
used open book accounting, target costing and that the role of the 
management accountants was important. The open book accounting has 
already been explained. Target costing is defined by Kato86 as an activity 
which is aimed at reducing the life cycle costs of new products, while 
ensuring quality, reliability, and other consumer requirements, by 
examining all possible ideas for cost reduction at the product planning, 
research and development, and the prototyping phases of production. Kato 
emphasizes that it is not just a cost-reduction technique; rather it is part of a 
comprehensive strategic profit management system.  
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4 Networks studied 
In this section each of the three network constellations Midab, VMU and 
SSMG will be described in depth. Each of these subchapters will start with 
a general presentation of the network, and will then be followed by the 
specific network features. A review of the specific management accounting 
system of each network, followed by a summarizing table, will be offered at 
the end of each network description. 
 
 

4.1 Marine Interior Design AB 
Midab organizes a network of around 14 specialized small firms in various 
fields of interior design and decoration. The first assignment involved the 
decoration of a large ship in Singapore and that was how the network idea 
and the name were created. Midab is a joint stock company, run by one 
single owner located in Boxholm, a small town in the regional southeast 
parts of Sweden. The network parties are scattered in relatively nearby 
locations. Together the companies offer the Swedish and international 
market (mainly around Scandinavia) complete solutions involving the 
setting up of floors, carpets, textile fabrications, plants, painting and 
carpentry jobs as well as electrical installations to name a few. 
 
The Midab-owner serves as a connection between the network companies 
and the Midab customers, and also as coordinator since the network firms 
do not have regularly scheduled meetings. Whether Midab is a network can 
be questioned. We are of the opinion that it is a network as they are 
mutually dependent on each other. Midab does all the marketing of the 
network and consequently the network companies are dependent on Midab. 
They are also dependent on Midab for planning and concluding contracts. 
Midab is dependent on the network companies, since they conduct the 
projects that Midab has been planning for. Midab buys products and 
services from the network companies, as well as the network companies 
sponsor Midabs’ services. There is also regularity in the choice of network 
companies for each project. As you will discover further on, five 
companies are always chosen in the first place. The regularity combined 
with the mutual dependence speaks for the fact that Midab is a network. 
The following statement made by the owner of Midab could illustrate the 
long-term objectives of Midab: 
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“[The long-term goals] are that I should be able to live off this 
and that I shall be able to have a turnover of around 10 to 15 
million SEK a year…” 

 
Last year Midab’s turnover was of 9.9 million SEK and the network firms 
have between 1-30 employees each. The part of the turnover of the network 
companies that derives from assignments through Midab varies between 
the companies. One of the network companies says that 3 percent of their 
turnover of 35 million SEK originates from the network. In another firm 
with a turnover of 2.5 million SEK, 60 percent of the turn over derives 
from orders via Midab. Yet a third company with a 10 million turnover 
obtains 5 percent of it through Midab. The Midab network started in 1998 
and is up until today not regulated by any agreements. The network is not 
certified by any ISO-standard either. 
 
 

4.1.1 Specific network features 
The Midab-owner plays a central role in the network. He actively markets 
the network and is out looking for new customers around 100 days a year. 
Midab has a web page whose main purpose is to present the type of work 
the network conducts, and where completed projects are presented for 
potential customers. No links to the network companies are available, as 
website visitors are encouraged to directly contact the Midab-owner. Once 
an offer for an assignment needs to be put together he will freely choose 
which of the network companies will become involved. The general 
perception is that this selection mainly depends on the ability of the 
companies to hold competitive prices. However, as the cooperation has 
entered its fourth year bonds are evolving that may affect this selection (for 
further explanation see section 4.1.2 Management Accounting). 
 
According to the network companies there is little or no competition 
between the companies. In any case of competitors within the network, one 
of the companies has had to leave the network. In this way several 
companies have been replaced, like two utility companies and several 
carpenters. Midab chooses which companies that are supposed to conduct 
the work. The companies in the network have limited contact with each 
other and it is only Midab that has the complete overview of the network.  
 
Midab takes care of all contacts between the member companies and the 
customer, and most likely Midab is the only connection between the 
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companies, according to Midab. According to a member company some 
companies have started to work together without Midab, but only in a small 
scale. Apart from this, each company does not know which companies take 
part in the network, and naturally it does not know anything about the other 
network companies offers to Midab. A second respondent in another 
company thinks that no companies cooperate without Midab. A third 
company is in contact with another firm within the network without any 
involvement from Midab. This company does not know much about other 
network companies, or if there is any cooperation between them. 
 
During one year Midab is involved in approximately 20 different projects, 
which are usually three to eight weeks long. Midab says that the market 
risk is lower because they only accept assignments from companies and not 
from private persons. The risk is also reduced by the fact that the 
assignments that the member companies take through Midab are not 
geographically close to the member companies. Thereby the competition is 
lower than it would be if the jobs where geographically close to the home-
markets. The companies are also quite willing to take risks. In the case 
when there has been a problem with Midab’s liquidity, the network 
companies have not hesitated to help. Since the network does not have any 
traditional marketing expenses in the form of brochures or specific 
advertisements, reputation among customers is very important to Midab. 
Finally the Midab-owner believes that towards him none of the network-
firms is in any better or worse bargaining position than another firm.  
 
 

4.1.2 Management Accounting 
Common tasks for the owner of Midab are the calculation of prices, having 
or making offers to customers and suppliers, negotiating with the clients, 
paying suppliers, making designs and booking hotel rooms for the staff. 
The companies pay no membership fee, but they offer Midab a lower price 
on their products and services. Then, Midab adds a certain percentage on 
this price. For each project five companies are contacted in the first place. 
Those are always the same companies and constitute the first group in our 
illustration below; figure 4.1. When needed, other companies within the 
network are contacted, depending on the capacity and the requirements of 
the customer. Those represent the second group in the same figure. Five to 
ten companies are usually needed for the completion of a project. The utter 
dotted line in the following figure delineates the usual participants of the 
Midab network and the selection process of these.  
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Figure 4.1 
The variable constitution of the Midab network. 
 
When a job is offered representatives from the member companies and 
Midab examine the object, and then each company estimates the price of 
their part of the job. In turn Midab compiles an offer to the customer.  
 
Midab has access to all companies’ prices, and the owner of Midab is 
totally open with information regarding budgets and costing towards the 
network companies. Midab has no access to the companies’ budgets for 
purchasing. It is very important to show prices and margins to both the 
customer and supplier, Midab says. Offers are specified and provide 
information about the network companies’ price of each item. The 
companies are willing to lower their margins for Midab to secure a future 
demand.  
 

”All companies are dependent on the fact that Midab gets paid. 
The pricing is set in solidarity if needed” one company argues, 
and another says “to get this to work the companies have to 
share financial information.” 
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Usually the companies know how much Midab is adding to the price, but 
do not know anything about the individual companies’ margins. The 
companies trust the fact that Midab offers the customer the right price and 



uses the right suppliers. For each project capacity is checked in the 
companies concerned.  
 
The companies send invoices to Midab and Midab sends invoices to the 
customer. The member companies offer guarantees to Midab and Midab is 
responsible towards the customer, but it is the network companies that 
eventually take care of a problem if is should arise. Usually 50% of the 
total sum is paid at the first day of commitment, 40% is paid at the end of 
the period and the last 10% when the final amount is known.  
 
Each project’s revenues and expenses are of course a part of the accounting 
procedure, but all revenues and expenses are also compiled and linked to 
each project. The Midab-owner does the compilation and he keeps good 
track of which project that have been profitable and which have not. This 
way it is easier to see the profitability of each project. The expenses 
consist, among other things, of invoices from the network companies and 
material suppliers, as well as traveling expenses. 
 
An advantage of this network is that the companies’ staff work together 
and get to know each other, which implies for one of the companies that the 
work can be done on about 75% of the average time. This is an efficiency 
improvement. Other companies have not been able to measure their 
efficiency and effectiveness.  
 
The network companies do not plan any further integration, neither 
concerning management accounting nor other network activities. The 
network companies do not have any investments in common either. (See 
table II for a summary) 
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Table II  
The management accounting relation in Midab 
 

Management Accounting Relation 
in Midab 

Budgeting 
No common budgets, but if needed 
information may be obtained. 
Informal capacity discussions. 

Costing 
No common costing model. 
Partially good knowledge of members 
costing models. 

Accounting No common accounting system. 
Invoicing via Midab. 

Investments No common investments 

 
 

4.2 Verkstadsmekanisk Union 
VMU is a co-operative organization for engineering companies located in 
the western parts of Sweden. It accepts both common and separate orders, 
from components to complete project solutions for customers within the 
manufacturing industry located both in Sweden as well as outside the 
national borders. The network covers technically intensive areas such as 
mechanics, hydraulics, electronics and pneumatics. The network started in 
1993 and since 1995 it has one full-time employed person who works 
solely for the network. 16 companies have joined the network so far, of 
which 12 or 13 are members since the start. Four of those constitute a 
special group called the chamber-lock companies, which together own a 
joint stock company called Amlock AB. They have a separate management 
accounting system and closer connections to each other than the other 
companies in the network have.  
 
The VMU-network is today a cooperative society. During the spring of this 
year a decision was taken about the creation of a joint stock company. This 
year the joint stock company will be formed, of which the cooperative 
society will own 100%. The main purpose of the joint stock company is to 
sell services to the members of the cooperative society. There will be two 
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boards, one for the joint stock company and one for the cooperative 
society. The following figure explains the relation between the cooperative 
society and the joint stock company. 
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Figure 4.2 
The interaction between VMU cooperative society and VMU joint stock 
company. 
 
The purpose of starting a joint stock company is to create a possibility for 
the members, to choose which level of membership they want to enter. (For 
further explanations see section 4.2.1 Specific network features) As a 
result, more companies will be able to join the network, which may 
eventually total 25-30 member companies. It is likely that the areas covered 
today will be widened and that for example logistics companies will be 
included which will facilitate the logistical aspects of network assignments. 
The information shared within the network will concern potential 
assignments, supply of labor, information from authorities and information 
about customers and competitors. The idea is that the members will be able 
to differentiate their involvement by buying different services from the 
network. Thus, it is expected that the network will be larger, more flexible 
and its possibilities to take care of the customers will improve.  
 
 

4.2.1 Specific network features 
First of all, each company must pay 1,000 SEK in order to become a 
member of the cooperative society, then after that a service fee of 1,000 
SEK is charged once a year. The deposit gives access to a number of basic 
things such as purchasing agreements, general information about the 
network, the right to vote as well as the right for the name of the company 
to be put on the common web page87 along with the other member-
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company names. This fee also gives access to take part in one of the three 
levels of membership and cooperation. Once the fee is paid to the 
cooperative society the company can choose which level to enter. 
According to the chosen level of membership, each company will have 
access to different services provided by the network. This is most simply 
demonstrated by the following illustration: 
 
 
 

First Index 

Silver: 9 000 SEK 

Credit Safe, Training 
Recruiting, VMU-day 
Intelligence coverage 

Seminars, Events 

Base: 3000 SEK 

 
Marketing, Fairs 

Grant Application Assistance 

Gold: 15 000 SEK 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VMU Network Cooperative Society 
One-time membership                  
deposit of 1 000 SEK 

Annual service fee: 1 000 SEK

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 
The VMU network membership system. 
Source: VMU (internal documentation), 2002. 
 
The most comprehensive degree of membership is the so-called gold level. 
In this level the membership fee is 15,000 SEK a year, with a reduction of 
30% for companies of 1 to 5 employees, and 10% off for companies of 6 
to10 employees. In the gold level the members have access to all activities 
including marketing, fairs, assistance with grant applications, “first index”, 
credit safe, training, recruitment, seminars, events, intelligence gathering 
and the VMU-day. First index is a system through which members can get 
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information about potential assignments. In the silver level the members 
pay 9,000 SEK and have access to all the services except for the special 
gold level services, which are marketing, fairs and assistance with grant 
applications. In this level the same reductions in the membership fee can be 
made as in the gold level. At the base level the members have access to the 
seven last services depicted in the illustration above, and therefore only pay 
3,000 SEK.   
 
Instead of sending employees from each company individually for training 
to Stockholm, VMU may coordinate this and employ one or several 
persons for training. When there are many companies involved they can 
negotiate a price that will be lower than when each company is paying for 
education individually. It is also easier to make purchasers interested in the 
companies’ products, since the network makes it possible for purchasers to 
reach many companies at one single moment.  
 
The companies do not purchase components via VMU, but the membership 
in VMU gives them lower prices from certain suppliers. The companies 
hire staff from each other and take offers from each other. The companies 
have bought the same kind of machines so that their employees will be able 
to move from company to company. The companies are partially familiar 
with each other’s routines.  
 
There is a cooperative society board meeting every month where 
experiences are shared. The representative of each firm is usually the MD 
and the person employed by the network attends as well. Member meetings 
take place four times a year.  
 
The companies co-operate in three different ways. There are three groups 
with three MDs in each group. There is an ”employment group” that 
maintains the contact with schools to influence school pupils to start 
studying engineering. In VMU this is considered to have proved very 
successful. The companies provide internships, driver’s licenses for free 
and a permanent employment after finished studies. There is also a 
“marketing group” that has lead to several new contacts and offers. The 
“activity group” organizes social activities for the members. Since the most 
difficult problem has proven to be to make people co-operate, these 
activities are considered to be important.  
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There is an agreement to be signed by each new member, which regulates 
how the parties are supposed to conduct themselves as network members. It 
is unknown if there will be any agreement of this kind in the new network 
organization. There are also confidentiality agreements for the projects. 
Naturally, law will regulate the joint stock company. It has been brought up 
whether it would be convenient to create a system where the network-
companies can offer and demand manpower. If they do that, it is clear that 
special rules will have to be created for that particularly. Trust is very 
important, but so far the member companies say that they have not yet 
reached the degree of openness demanded for creating such a system for 
manpower.  
 
The network-members are clear on how the social dimension is very 
important when doing businesses between the network-companies. It is 
very important that the parties get along. Reputation is also regarded as 
important, as well as the fact that the companies involved in the network 
have experience from networking. At the moment the degree of experience 
from networking varies between the companies. Influence in the network is 
commonly said to depend on personal commitment, but it is also generally 
held that no difference in bargaining power exists between the companies. 
The network companies are not willing to bear any risks for the network. 
The companies are or are in the process of being certified according to 
either the ISO9000 standard or the ISO14000 standard. According to VMU 
the line of business is stable and is at a high level of demand. They have 
faced few difficulties from recessions and presently there is even a lack of 
labor.  
 
 

4.2.2 Management Accounting 
When doing business together in the form of a common delivery, the 
companies decide prices individually at first. Then they are put together 
into a common offer jointly negotiated between the member companies. 
The member companies do not add any costs for sales on the individual 
price offered by each company. Naturally, prices cannot deviate from the 
market price too much.  
 
The companies do not conduct any common costing, except from when it 
involves common offers or projects, in which case they have to expose 
costing information. One company claims that it gives cost information by 
item, but the costing that has led to this item is kept a secret. According to 
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the same company each company handles the cost accounting individually, 
like with any other project. The firm to which the cost item can be linked 
pays costs that are incurred during a project. If they cannot be linked to any 
particular company the network companies will share the costs equally.  
 
When a common order is being handled one company has contact with the 
customer and the other companies work for the contracting company. In 
consequence the contracting company handles all invoices as well as 
guarantees. The advantage for the customer is that it only has to deal with 
one supplier. If the central person employed by the network receives a 
request for an offer he will pass on the request by contacting all of the 
companies, and the company that can benefit the most from it will get the 
order. Hence, no orders are handled via VMU Joint Stock Company; it 
merely facilitates the communication between the customer and the 
companies. In the future the group is supposed to be self sufficient in the 
sense of being able to handle all offers with the help of the competencies 
available in the group. In the case of a loss this will be shared in relation to 
the part that the individual company has contributed with to the 
assignment.  
 
The production capacities of the companies are checked informally and this 
will probably be done to a greater extent in the future. Effectiveness and 
efficiency are measured through the number of orders taken, number of 
employees, the turnover, EU-projects and the extent of exports, but these 
measures do not offer a true reflection of reality according to the central 
VMU employee. There are other aspects that cannot be measured such as 
marketing, training and support services.  
 
According to the central network employee, the network started to reach 
efficiency four to five years ago. According to the same person at VMU, 
the network will be even more efficient within four to five years, but it is 
not likely that the member companies will have knowledge about each 
others’ financial data by then. Except for the joint stock company there are 
no common investments. When a company has been hiring staff from 
another company the expenses are cleared between the two companies, no 
transaction occurs via the network company VMU.  
 
After some reflection one person in VMU considered that one weakness is 
that there is little exchange of financial information. Another weakness is 
that they do not use the same costing and budget models, which leads to 
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misunderstandings. Fortunately each company will soon have their own 
computer system for financial information, and especially concerning 
offers to the client. One of the respondents expressed an interest in that this 
information could be coordinated in the future. The network companies 
have been talking about a business administrational education. This would 
be done for the sake of increasing the common understanding and 
concordance of the terms the companies use, and to explain certain 
theoretical connections.  
 
Table III  
The management accounting relation in VMU. 

 
Management Accounting Relation 

in VMU 

Budgeting No common budgets.  
Informal capacity discussions.  

Costing 

No common costing model. Limited 
knowledge of each other’s costing 
models. 
Losses shared in proportion to part of 
job performed. 

Accounting 
No common accounting system. 
Internal invoicing through one 
contracting company. 

Investment Jointly owned company. 
Common efficiency checks. 

 
 

4.3 System Supply Marketing Group 
SSMG, which stands for System Supply Marketing Group, was initiated in 
1998 as a joint stock company, owned in equal parts, by five industrial 
firms from Örnsköldsvik in the northern parts of Sweden. Apart from these 
five firms, there is also a sixth firm connected to the network through a 
special partner-agreement. As the name indicates, the purpose of the 
network is to be marketed as a group toward a larger market to which 
offers for complete project solutions (so called systems) of varied size can 
be made. SSMG also receives assignments that are passed on to an 
individual firm within the network, and it usually concerns components. 
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This network cooperation rules out competition between the firms as they 
fully complement each other’s special competences. The systems offered to 
the customer may include project management, construction and 
manufacturing within the areas of electronics, hydraulics, different sheet 
metal workings, electric power and assembling, professional finish and 
paintings. 
 
Most of the individual business transactions still occur outside of SSMG, 
which today merely contributes with about 5% to each firm’s turnover. 
However, perhaps this objective may grow sometime in the future to 
amount a third of each firms’ individual turnover. In 2001 SSMG had a 
turnover of approximately 7 million SEK, but the long-term objective is to 
go from a 5 million SEK turnover to 50 million SEK in three years. Still, 
the aspiration to grow does not necessarily entail that the number of 
network-firms should expand.  
 
The difference in size between the companies varies roughly around 30 to 
60 employees. The total number of employees involved in the six firms has 
increased since the start from the original 200 to approximately 250 people 
today. The network has two full-time employees for central coordination 
and administration of the SSMG company, and also for the main 
responsibility of handling the contact with the customers. The network 
interaction has been illustrated in the next figure 4.4:  
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Figure 4.4 
The composition of the SSMG network and its interaction patterns. 
 
Initially the firms wanted the company with the greatest part of an order to 
handle the contact with the customer. This was soon revised and changed 
as it proved to be a heavy burden to carry. There would be no difficulties 
contracting a company outside the network if needed, but if a network 
company would have to be replaced by another during a project, it would 
imply problems, since it takes time for each company to understand the 
process.  
 
Through SSMG it is possible to avoid the dependence to the local 
customers. Since the companies have different competences and specialties 
their customers differ. The aspiration is to widen the market particularly by 
attracting new customers outside the local area. Which partners constitute 
the network today is no coincidence. The SSMG companies were rather 
selectively chosen to encompass only members that together are able to 
offer a wide spectrum of products and services. If SSMG detects the need 
for a special competence that is not presently available within the network, 
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and which could complement the SSMG concept, it may become 
interesting to seek a new network member. However this is not a present 
aspiration. This would still be a selective process; although the new 
member may not necessarily need network involvement experience, it 
would need to be committed to the network concept. There are no laws 
hindering the cooperation.  
 
The SSMG market for complete solutions fluctuates. It is risky in the sense 
of fast technical progress and resulting higher demands from the customers. 
If fresh capital after an expansion is not timely available in each firm it 
could cause liquidity problems for the whole network. Although there are 
expectations for the market to improve during the fall of 2002, the present 
situation is not satisfactory. SSMG has the mission of expanding the 
market while keeping down the marketing costs for each company, as they 
as a group are able to share these.  
 
The long-term objective is to continually take on larger system jobs 
together through SSMG. This mainly meets the needs of larger customers 
who otherwise need to coordinate and administrate these many parts 
themselves. Taking larger customers implies a risk to the positioning of the 
network, since the smaller customers might think of SSMG as relatively 
expensive. Larger companies look upon SSMG as a provider of complete 
systems, whereas small customers might look more on the price than on the 
advantage of one single supplier. Even though SSMG has occasionally 
been perceived as somewhat expensive, the SSMG participants are certain 
this reveals more about the situation of the customers at the moment than 
about themselves. If it is a small customer who in itself is having problems 
it will not easily accept the concept of a complete system delivery who will 
also charge for putting it all together. Other larger customers are well aware 
of the difficulties and costs they would otherwise need to incur for all the 
separate deliveries. As they are not willing to build up a whole organization 
to solve the problem within the firm they will be very receptive of the 
SSMG concept. This is why SSMG mostly wants to market itself toward 
larger customers. 
 
The reason why the sixth company first joined SSMG and then had to 
legally withdraw from it is that it was already part of a larger consortium 
that did not approve of another close legal collaboration. As a result, it is 
today only connected to the network through a special agreement, which 
for the most part allows it to participate in all network activities. 
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4.3.1 Specific network features 
SSMG is a relatively new network with less than four years of history. 
Even though some of the firms involved already had a record of buying 
from each other previous to SSMG, a sequence of discussion and 
collaboration seminars88 were arranged together with the Umeå School of 
Business and Economics during 2001 in order to bring the group closer 
together. These seminars also included people from operational levels and 
are perceived as having greatly helped SSMG to jump-start the cooperation 
and to clarify a common network-direction. One of the board members of 
SSMG had experience from networking when he joined the network. He is 
a driving force, which seemed to be very positive to the network. Since the 
start many measures have been taken to unite the network companies and 
make them work for the same cause.  
 
SSMG has management meetings every fortnight. This is where the agenda 
for the operative aspects of the collaboration are set. No network company 
is said to be more influential than another. The meetings involve 
representatives at the highest level of each company and also the SSMG 
fulltime employee. This latter is the one who eventually synchronizes the 
operational network-activities and who is “market-active” by continually 
visiting customers and making connections with potential customers for the 
network. Also, if the marketing activities have resulted in SSMG taking on 
a larger project, a special project group will be created to manage the 
project. The project group is lead by a project manager, who sometimes is 
hired externally. The average time from offer to delivery of a project is two 
to three months. Regarding the components the time span is much shorter, 
like for instance one week. 
 
SSMG-activities are organized around three groups. There is a marketing 
group, a purchasing group and a quality group, which involve one member 
from each respective firm. In the first group, marketing issues such as fairs 
or trips to go visit SSMG customers are coordinated and discussed in 
detailed. Even visits to customers are coordinated for the sake of saving on 
travel expenses. This group meets frequently, at least once a month or more 
often. The two persons employed by SSMG take care of most of the 
activities in this group. 
 
The quality group is concerned with effectiveness improvements among 
other things, of the network processes. Example is the coordination of 
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quality-documentation that has to be passed along between the firms, or the 
coordination transportation. This group handles for instance the 
organization of different training-courses or seminars, as well as the design 
of the new ISO9000. The network is not itself certified, although all firms 
have separately been certified under the ISO-system, except one who will 
likely become certified in the future. Meetings are not yet regularly 
arranged but they meet approximately once every other month.  
 
The purchasing group, which is just being developed, does not meet on a 
regular basis either. It involves representatives from each company 
although the two network employees principally handle this group. The 
intention is to have a more effective purchasing function coordinated 
through the network, although there are no purchases done directly by 
SSMG.  
 
In order to increase the awareness of the network amongst employees, 
discounts at local stores have been arranged for all the employees of the 
member companies. For the same reason, there is ”SSMG News”, a 
brochure that is distributed once a month. It does not involve any detailed 
information since the purpose is merely to inform employees of how 
SSMG works. 
 
The firms appear together at fairs twice a year, such as the yearly Elmia-
fair for suppliers. Experience proved that appearing together as system-
suppliers was much more appealing to customers than they had previously 
experienced when the collaborations only evolved around appearing side 
by side at the same showcase. As the interest was beyond expected the 
cooperation finally intensified. 
 
A common SSMG web page has been developed. It contains links to the 
respective companies, ways to contact the central SSMG staff as well as an 
Intranet where the network companies can log in and communicate 
internally. Although it is natural that some informal discussions may 
sometimes be carried between the network parties the intention is to put out 
all information through this internal channel. Once inside the Intranet, there 
is a billboard where it is possible to read and to post information, like 
request for offers. There are also reports of SSMG trips to fairs and to 
customers, and access to listings of customers. Although the companies 
may initially have been somewhat reserved with the information, it is now 
considered to be functioning well. If one part is not able to attend a fair, 
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this part will still be able to follow the event by logging in to the web page 
in stead. 
 
There is also a social aspect to SSMG that is considered to be essential. 
Besides following regulations on joint stock companies, there are no 
manuals for how the network should function. Much is being decided one 
question at the time, which is why building a foundation for trust is 
considered very important. The owners with respective families 
occasionally meet for dinner, which has created a good contact and the 
right atmosphere for greater understanding between the different 
management. However, personnel at lower hierarchical levels have also 
had meetings and other social events with people from the other companies 
so that everybody could meet each other and familiarize.  
 
To the customer the most important thing is the price of the product. SSMG 
has to make the customer appreciate the concept of a whole system 
solution, and consequently a part of that is SSMGs’ reputation. The 
reputation is very important, both towards the customer and between the 
network companies. As one of our interviewees said “a chain is no stronger 
than its weakest link.”  
 
 

4.3.2 Management Accounting 
 

Invoicing 
Besides marketing the network-firms SSMG also has to maintain the 
relationships with the customers and handle the administration of orders for 
complete system deliveries. When an order has been received SSMG sends 
out orders to the firms. They will individually perform their respective 
parts since there is no common capacity for production at SSMG. Yet the 
customer will only deal with one central SSMG-contact; SSMG will 
invoice the customer and once the companies have delivered their 
respective parts they will charge SSMG. Guarantees are also supplied by 
SSMG although each firm is ultimately responsible for its own part, 
towards SSMG. SSMG also initially pays for all costs related to the earlier 
mentioned training and seminars as well as fairs and the respective firms 
are simply billed internally afterwards.  
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Budgeting 
Capacity discussions, although informally, are carried every fortnight at the 
management meetings to ensure that nothing will hinder the delivery. This 
may also happen more often within the frame of a project group if this has 
been created due to the significance of the delivery. However, SSMG has 
its own network budget and prepares income statements, balance sheet 
statements and cash budget for every meeting. Most of the budgeting 
concerns purchasing. Some of the purchases have to be made outside the 
network. The SSMG budget is conducted first, then the budgets for the 
individual companies are made, based on the SSMG budget.  
 
 

Costing and openness 
Regarding the respective firms’ budgeting processes or costing, the firms 
coincide on that they are open with each other to the extent of revealing the 
facts that are requested for. Each firm involved makes its own cost 
estimates for the work it performs and hands this to the SSMG-employee 
with a discount as if it was an offer to its best customer. In other words, the 
companies’ costing models originate from their manufacturing costs, not 
from the predetermined price towards the customer.  
 

“In the first place the costing had to be based on manufacturing 
costs, otherwise we would have to file for bankruptcy.” 

 
At SSMG the cost estimates for the different parts of the system is added 
and the discounts from the network companies allow SSMG a margin for a 
common mark-up. The mark-up covers for marketing expenses and profit, 
and for expenses for the coordination it performs for the whole group. In 
this respect, the SSMG employee has mainly the task of estimating 
administrational costs and adding a certain percentage. The percentage of 
the mark-up is jointly decided within SSMG. The adding of costs is not 
intended to reflect on the price offered to the customer, as this is to remain 
competitive. Actually the mark-up on the complete system delivery is 
larger than the mark-up on the components. In the individual cost models 
of the companies, risk is included. SSMG does not add anything to the 
price to compensate for risk. Since no production takes place within SSMG 
there is no joint product-costing model.  
 
Towards the customer SSMG uses open-book accounting, since it is 
considered important that the customer knows what he is paying for. More 
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specifically, SSMG shows the customer information regarding product 
costing. Openness is at a good level granting sovereignty and 
simultaneously allowing for the building of trust and flexibility to share 
financial information, when and to the extent considered necessary at the 
moment. As one of the interviewees expresses it “there are simplified 
routines between the companies”. Another says ”Today we are open with 
calculations towards each other, you inform the other part of what you 
intend to do in your firm and we are not secretive”. It is not impossible that 
in the long run SSMG might deepen the openness between the firms by 
integrating their management accounting systems. “Maybe it will be 
possible to put together a costing department in the future or to coordinate 
purchases. Three of the network companies have the same material 
planning system, called Monitor, but they are not connected to each other. 
Since the companies use the same system it would be easier to connect 
them of needed in the future.  
 
 

Profits, losses and risks 
Profits are distributed according to the share of the joint stock company, 
20% of the profit to each company. The network has already experienced a 
loss when a customer filed for bankruptcy last year. This affected SSMG’s 
result and each firm had to contribute with fresh funds into the company to 
relief the loss. This loss was eventually divided equally between the firms, 
independent of the fact that some firms may have had a greater deal of the 
project than another one. In other words, the network companies are willing 
to take on risks to a certain extent. As mentioned earlier, if one company 
has liquidity problems, it affects the whole network. The fact that the 
network provides both components and complete systems might reduce the 
market risk, since the tow products are completely different.  
 
 

Investments 
There is common agreement on that the equal amount of shares equals the 
amount of influence in the network direction. Every firm handles 
investments separately, but they are discussed openly if they are so large 
that they might affect the capacity for a common project. Besides the 
capital stock of 120 000 SEK there are no other significant assets in 
common. In general the SSMG employee or the project manager 
accomplishes something called a “white book” After each project the 
experiences are assessed in this “white book”: positive and negative aspects 
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of the completed project. No comprehensive evaluation model for the 
network’s productivity and effectiveness has been designed nor discussed.  
 
Table IV 
The management accounting relation in SSMG. 
 

Management Accounting Relation  
in SSMG 

 Budgeting Common budget 
Informal capacity discussions. 

 Costing  
No common costing model, but if 
needed information may be obtained. 
Profits and losses shared equally. 

 Accounting No common accounting system. 
Invoicing via SSMG. 

 Investments Jointly owned company. 
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5 Analysis 
In this chapter the previously presented information will be processed in 
two main parts. The first part will involve a two-part analysis. This will 
ensure a systematic examination of each network according to the three 
contingency factors. Thus, according to its form of cooperation, each 
network will be put in relation to its tendencies towards markets or 
hierarchies to establish its level of integration. In the second step, each of 
these positions will be examined in relation to how they fit the typology of 
networks mentioned earlier. Finally, in the second part there will be a 
closer study of management accounting in each network case. 
 
 

5.1 The Midab network 
This section concerns the categorization of Midab and an analysis of its 
management accounting system. 
 
 

5.1.1 Categorizing of Midab network 
 

Transactions 
A very positive attitude toward the cooperation prevails, and if problems 
arise for instance in liquidity the companies will likely be loyal to each 
other. However, as a setting for organizing transactions it is a very open 
and loose form of cooperation. Each assignment activates the network, no 
regularly scheduled meetings are held and for the majority of the firms, 
participation in the network-assignments is not certain. It is important that 
each assignment is profitable enough for the owner to live off it, and for all 
involved companies to benefit from it. Consequently it could not be 
expected that anyone in the network would tolerate losses for too long just 
for the sake of the long-term survival of the network. Any objectives for 
future network-growth may focus on expanding the market, or to improve 
turnover or profits, but there is no intention to intensify the current degree 
of cooperation. This points to low incentives for integration between the 
network companies. 
 
There are no common network-specific investments. Nor have the parties 
completed any specialized training in order to better suit the specific needs 
of the Midab assignments. Instead, in some cases the experience of 
working together has led to efficiency improvements in the network 
processes, even though no measures have been taken to actively improve 
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the knowledge about each other’s routines. Actually the “first group” in 
Midab is likely to have better experience than the less often contacted 
“second group”, even though seen as one unit the asset specificity is 
considered low. The network output in both quantity and quality are 
relatively easy to assess. There are few network activities except form 
those resulting from business deals, which are easy to measure through 
invoicing etc. The frequency of transactions is considered low, since each 
assignment is individual and there are no standardized products within the 
network. Low degree of integration, low specificity in assets, measurable 
output and activities all indicates that the Midab network is closer to the 
market ideal in this respect.  
 
 

Transaction Environment 
The fact that the Midab network looks for customers outside the local arena 
enables the network to handle uncertain factors like competition, and 
thereby also handle the market risk. There are not many institutional factors 
influencing the network, except those resulting from the joint stock 
company laws. For example the network is not certified according to any 
ISO standard. Since the network does not manufacture the products they 
are installing, they are not very dependent on technological changes. This 
speaks for a solution closer to the market ideal. 
 
 

Transaction Parties 
One of the most captivating aspects of Midab is the way in which 
information flows between the parties. There is information symmetry 
between the Midab-owner and the member companies as there is great 
openness and no preferences with respect to which firms get financial and 
other information from the owner. In the same manner the central party 
gets information from the network firms. However, there is very limited 
information exchange between the member firms. Some firms 
communicate with each other while others do not and are not interested in 
doing so either for that matter. Attention must be given to the fact that the 
network firms perceive themselves as part of a network with great openness 
as their focus and interest is on the relationship toward the central network-
party. Any current information asymmetry is expected to be overcome 
through the development of goodwill trust, and although this is not done 
deliberately in Midab it is a result of repeatedly taken assignments together 
where there are opportunities to socialize. Acknowledging their perception 
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of the situation leads to the conclusion that there is both symmetry and 
asymmetry and therefore the network as a whole cannot fall into any 
extreme level classification. A high level of asymmetry would be an 
incentive towards higher integration. 
 
Risk attitude; as was mentioned earlier, the companies have proven willing 
to be loyal towards the party they know and trust the Midab-owner. It is 
doubtful they would have the same inclination towards risk if it concerned 
one of the other network members due to the very limited knowledge they 
have about each other. As the numbers of network companies that have a 
modest risk attitude towards each other constitute a larger part of the 
network, the total willingness to share risk is low. Also, if one of the 
network parties was to behave opportunistically the other party can always 
choose another contracting party since switching costs would be relatively 
low, as the parties have not made specific investments that unite them for 
the medium to long-term. These features points towards low integration 
and which places the network closer to the market than the hierarchy.  
 
 

Midab in relation to the typology 
The Midab network is very much a business network as defined by 
Dahlgren et al. First of all the Midab network activities are all a result of 
assignments, as in the business network. Midab does not hesitate to include 
new participants and reject old ones, just like the business network. The 
Midab collaboration is not very tight either. There are no fixed meetings; 
they are held when needed. There are no joint investments and the 
cooperation mostly generates a small part of the turnover of individual 
firms. Just like in the business network, there is some shared knowledge 
regarding the management accounting systems, even though in this case 
one person has the overview. Midab is different from the business network 
in two aspects. Only one person takes care of marketing activities. This 
insinuates an even loser form of networking than the business network. The 
other aspect is the fact that the deals are not handled by a designated 
network company, but by the central coordinating company. The last two 
factors are not of a significance that, compared to all other factors, could 
put the Midab network in any other typology than the business network. 
Placing Midab as a business network goes also in line with the facts 
previously presented regarding the positioning of Midab closer to the 
market ideal. 
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5.1.2 Management Accounting in Midab 
The Midab network has applied open book accounting, but different 
information is revealed depending on whom the information comes from. 
The Midab owner is more open with his information towards the network 
companies. He reveals costing and budgeting information, whereas the 
companies only expose information regarding prices. This is not the whole 
truth though. If the Midab owner would ask a network company for further 
information, the company would give him the information. Actually Midab 
shows prices and margins to the customer. It also deserves to be mentioned 
that the individual companies do not reveal any information to each other. 
It is the Midab owner that is the companies contact with the customer. The 
revenues and expenses for each project are gathered so that the profitability 
can be ascertained. There are no common investments, and no further 
integration of the management accounting systems will take place.  
 
In contrast to the business network, there are no common budgets within 
the Midab network. On the other hand, in Midab information regarding 
budgets may be obtained if needed. In both the typology and the Midab 
network there are capacity discussions, even though in the typology they 
take place once a year, whereas in the Midab network they occur in relation 
to each project. Regarding costing, in both Midab and in the business 
network, there is no common costing, but there is a coordination of the 
costing concerning the price towards the customer. This coordinated 
costing is basically a compilation of each company’s costing. In the 
business network each company add a mark-up, and this also applies to 
Midab, but with the difference that the Midab-owner adds a certain mark-
up as well. There are also many similarities regarding accounting systems, 
invoicing and investments. In both cases there are no common accounting 
system, nor any common investments. The invoicing is also in both cases 
taken care of by one contracting company, and the other companies bill the 
contracting company, although in Midab the contracting company is 
always the same. In total, the Midab networks management accounting 
system is in many aspects similar to the example of management 
accounting system in a business network.  
 
Midab handles well the difficulties resulting from multiple relations, the 
multi-dimensionalism of networking, the loss of control and the perceived 
loss of profit on value added. In the case of Midab Seal et al arguments 
seems to be accurate; open book accounting has solved those problems. By 
the help of open book accounting Midab has a good relation to all parties 
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involved, the control of projects is attained and the companies does not 
think that they loose a lot in mark-up. Neither ABC nor BSC is used in the 
Midab network. Since Midab is a network that consists of small companies, 
it does not seem to be any immediate use for the BSC, which is a quite 
extensive model. In contrast ABC is a relevant model since it may show the 
where in the network effectiveness and the efficiency is generated, an 
aspect that usually is difficult to measure. In accordance with Tomkins, no 
new management accounting techniques seems to be required at Midab. 
 
 

5.2 The VMU network 
In this section the VMU network will be categorized and then its 
management accounting system will be analyzed. 
 
 

5.2.1 Categorizing of VMU network 
 

Transactions  
With its nine years this so-called union is the oldest of the networks here 
presented. Besides being in place for a relatively long time and using 
membership-fees to delineate clear network-boundaries, it most 
importantly has a very long-term focus. This is revealed by the deliberate 
and considerable organizational changes it is currently going through. 
Formalizing the network in a joint stock company and differentiating the 
membership-fees will allow the network to grow both in quantity, but also 
in quality. This becomes evident by the fact that all sizes of firms are 
encouraged to enter the network in order to augment the number of 
members. Also the interest to include a logistics company exposes the 
objective to further deepen the cooperation. The differentiated membership 
also clearly aims at holding increasingly more flexible, and therefore more 
efficient contacts with each of its members in the future. This is an 
indication of the consciousness to improve the internal processes of the 
network, which again is something that resembles a more integrated 
organizational form. To sum up, the network has definitely long-term 
goals. 
 
The VMU-network activities involve many things. This motivates the 
organization in three activity groups and why a certain regularly in 
meetings for instance is needed. Board meetings take place relatively often 
while all network-members come together somewhat less frequently. For 
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the everyday operations there is a centrally full-time employed person to 
coordinate the network-activities and services, which are now also about to 
be clearly differentiated through the three membership levels. To express it 
in a more direct way, there is a certain degree of regularity, and consistency 
in the management of the VMU- network. The activities are being 
organized in systematic ways that indicate that there must be an inherent 
complexity to which the organization is a response. If the network will 
grow as planned, the cost of those activities will be lower. Yet again, all 
this could be interpreted as good reasons to collaborate within the frame of 
relatively high-integrated organization.  
 
This organization is needed as the activities and output of the VMU-
network is difficult to assess, complex as it is. The business output partly 
involves the joint supply of complete project solutions, which are 
assignments that require longer periods of time and are more customer-
specific. VMU also supplies components more frequently since they are of 
more standardized nature. High frequency speaks for a network 
constellation that is closer to the market, since standard products are easy to 
duplicate. In contrast to the output, which is relatively easy to measure, the 
network activities that are not related to a certain product, like marketing 
and training, are very difficult to measure. On the other hand, the fact that 
these business activities are not administered centrally surely makes it 
harder to measure the network output, as the company handling an order, is 
different each time. The fact that VMU has both high and low frequency 
products, and generates activities and output that are both easy and difficult 
to measure, speaks for placing VMU at a middle point in-between the 
market and the hierarchy.  
 
 

Transaction Environment  
The network’s environment is today considered relatively stable in the 
sense that no major uncertainties about the future are expected. Naturally 
there are risks that cannot be avoided. The joint stock company laws will 
now also affect VMU since a joint stock company will be created. This will 
impose a different set of rules for how financial information is prepared 
than what it is today with the cooperative society regulation. Also, since the 
vast majority of the firms are or are becoming certified in some way, it 
could be said that the environment stimulates the building of competence 
and contractual trust between them as a certification means that they are 
backed up by a third neutral party.  
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In summary, the environment is rather stable and does not force the 
network to engage in a highly integrated form of network-governance 
structure. The institutional factors do not impose that many regulations on 
the network, that they have to be handled within a hierarchical 
organization. On the other hand, the environment is not that transparent that 
it is not well motivated for the companies to join a closer long-term 
collaboration. As a result the network transaction environment must be 
considered as a contingency factor that provides incentives for medium 
integration. This must ultimately be understood as a network organizational 
form which is neither too close, nor too far from the two opposite 
governance structures, the market and the hierarchy, but rather somewhere 
in the middle.  
 
 

Transaction Parties 
Besides the investment in the joint stock company, the companies have not 
necessarily invested in any long-term physical assets together. However, 
they say that they are partially familiar with each other’s routines and do 
things like hiring staff from each other, the employees attend courses 
together and they buy the same kind of machines so that transfers of 
employees between companies are facilitated. In other words, they are able 
to meet each other’s specific needs to a greater extent than what would 
otherwise seem common in inter-firm relations. Naturally this creates 
certain bonds between the companies, and as a result mutual dependencies 
that clearly have a tendency towards the formation of Obligational 
Contractual Relations. These are best sustained within a relatively close 
relationship and in this case one that is more hierarchical in nature.  
 
The VMU respondents were clear on the importance of the social 
dimension, therein including the development of trust. Special activities are 
arranged through the activity group in order to stimulate these issues and 
get the network to function. This can be put in contrast to the low degree of 
openness and exchange of information that they consider themselves to 
have reached. In turn, this may also explain why the individual firms are 
relatively risk-averse, or why reputation or experience with cooperation in 
networks matters. However, the low degree of information exchange does 
not seem too awkward considering the relatively large number of 
companies involved in VMU. If the objective of growing in number is 
reached in the future, this might become an important issue that will have 
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to be dealt with even more proactively, as this could get in the way for the 
more or less extensive integration that otherwise appears to be pursued.  
 
The distinct memberships bring along interesting aspects to analyze. The 
most fascinating is how the distinction between members will lead to a 
clear asymmetry with regards to openness, and the information that the 
members will receive. However, this will not be a result of the relatively 
low degree of trust between the parties, but simply a chosen exclusion from 
or inclusion of certain network services and activities.  
 
Although the VMU members today say that no difference in bargaining 
power exist this might be expected to change as some firms, the ones in the 
silver or gold levels, will likely eventually develop more bargaining power 
than those in the base level. On the other hand it is not likely that the more 
informed companies would use their bargaining power since it may lead to 
a bad reputation between the network companies. The companies forming 
the gold level could likely be expected to develop closer relations between 
themselves since they will meet on fairs and market the network together. 
All this point to factors that in theory would normally try to be avoided 
when everything else speak for higher levels of integration.  
 
Following what has been said under the three contingency factors above the 
VMU network is very difficult to place in the continuum between the 
market and the hierarchy. Therefore we will now analyze VMU in relation 
to the typology, for a final conclusion.  
 
 

VMU in relation to the typology 
What is very clear in the VMU case is that VMU is not a business network, 
since the contingency factors indicate a position somewhere from the 
middle up to the hierarchical endpoint. Just like the functional network the 
VMU companies have one or several common functions, namely the 
marketing function and network supporting activities that in the VMU 
network are the most distinct. It is also correct that a joint company has 
been created to control the network activities. Nevertheless, most of the 
companies’ turnover does not originate from contracts within the frame of 
the network, as in the functional network typology. VMU is also different 
from the functional typology from a very important aspect: there is no 
special management accounting system for VMU, mainly since a different 
company each time handles the contact with the customer. In VMU the 
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administration of network supporting activities and the administration of 
output is strictly separated. This is not the case in the functional network 
typology.  
 
Related to the strategic network typology, the activities within VMU are 
also a part of the long-term objectives of each company. This is proved 
mainly by the coming reorganization of the network structure. It is also 
true, that just like in the strategic network only a small part of the turnover 
of the companies derives from the network. On the other hand there are no 
common investments in a product that is supposed to generate customer 
value, which is the case in the strategic network typology. Again the 
contrast is clear between the strategic network and VMU regarding the 
question of common management accounting information. In the strategic 
network typology the exchange of financial information is far more 
developed.  
 
It is interesting to notice that the major deviations concern, in both the 
functional and the strategic choice, the degree of integration of the 
management accounting systems or information. If the exchange of 
management accounting information would have been more extensive, 
VMU might have fit into either one of the typologies. Currently this is not 
the case. Our conclusion is that this type of network does not find its 
equivalent typology as those are defined so far, nor is it not possible to 
place it on the market hierarchy continuum.  
 
We consider three different alternatives for why this network does not fit 
into one of the categories. The first one raises the question whether VMU 
really could represent a new network category. For this, the network 
presented as an ideal type would suggest a constellation where many 
different activities of relative long-term and with a common function are 
organized under a rather integrated organizational governance structure, for 
instance within the frame of a formal organization. Simultaneously, this 
category would display relatively very little openness between the 
management accounting systems of the companies involved and almost 
non-existing mutual adaptations in this respect. The fact that this network 
type has several apparently contradicting factors, along with the fact that is 
not completely in place yet, suggests that it is possible that this is not a 
practically sustainable network.  
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The second alternative is that the network typologies as they are defined 
are too limited to encompass the complexities of reality, especially 
regarding the combination of the management accounting system and the 
network supporting activities.  
 
The third alternative would suggest that the basic assumption of the TCE 
model is too much one-dimensional to be applicable to all forms of 
networks. This because it only regards the level of integration as the 
determining factor to classify networks. While in reality the phenomenon 
may be much more complex and actually able to unite high levels of 
formality and integration with regards to activities, with very low levels of 
integration with regards to management accounting systems. We are of the 
opinion that the TCE model of a market and hierarchy continuum ought to 
be complemented with other variables. (See further in chapter 6 
Conclusions.) 
 
 

5.2.2 Management Accounting in VMU 
The VMU network does not have any common planning involving a joint 
budget process. At the most, informal capacity discussions are held in order 
to synchronize their productions when a joint order has been taken. 
However, the order is not calculated jointly, it is rather the sum of the 
individual calculations generated by separate and different costing models. 
Thus, no common network-costing model exists and even the knowledge of 
the other firms’ costing models appears to be rather scarce. Once an offer is 
taken through VMU, this will only mean that one of the companies will be 
given the major responsibility of being the middle-hand between the rest of 
the firms and the common customer. In other words, VMU as such has no 
customers; the companies do, and therefore invoicing will not be 
centralized, but only handled internally between the firms. This results in 
no need for a common accounting system. Most of the efficiency checks 
occur separately even though some key ratios are used to assess the 
network efficiency, even though they are not considered very revealing or 
trustworthy. If losses emerge, these are not treated in solidarity, but in 
proportion to the part of a job that has been done. Also, the only joint 
investment that could be considered will be the jointly owned company.  
 
In accordance with what has been said so far, the most general and striking 
observation of the management accounting systems in VMU must be that it 
has a small degree of integration. This is a fact especially in relation to the 
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number of network activities that exist and to the level of formalization that 
otherwise prevails. The individual companies’ management accounting 
systems do not seem to be affected much at all by the network activities in 
the sense of having had to be modified. Besides the fact that a business 
administrational education has been discussed as a useful mean to clear out 
discrepancies regarding the use of financial terms, not much indicates that 
anything is deliberately being done to proactively deal with the 
management accounting system aspects of the network.  
 
Surprisingly the management accounting system in the VMU network does 
not resemble the management accounting system of the strategic network, 
or the one of the functional network. It resembles the example of the 
management accounting system of the business network, except from the 
facts that in VMU there are joint investments. As in the business network 
there are no common investments but capacity discussions, even though the 
capacity discussions occur more often in VMU. The rest of the 
management accounting features are the same in VMU as in the business 
network. In both VMU and the business network there is no common 
costing model, and limited knowledge of the companies’ different costing 
models. The offer to the customer is in both cases based on a compilation 
of each company’s costing. There is no management accounting system in 
neither case, and the invoicing is handled by a contracting company, even 
though this contracting company does not has to be the same company 
every time. A feature that VMU’s management accounting system has that 
is different from both the business network and the strategic network is the 
common efficiency check between companies.  
 
The companies use traditional costing systems with full cost-allocation 
methods. Whenever they happen to share information this is done in 
accordance with what Lere and Saraph say. That is, it will only tend to be 
the kind of traditional costing information that does not allow the other 
party a chance to indirectly increase its understanding of the processes 
where value-generating activities or wasteful activities are created at the 
other firm. In other words, since ABC is not used within VMU it is likely 
that for instance problems like the difficulties in evaluating the network 
will continue to exist. Open-book accounting is thus not really applied here 
even if some exposure of financial information may take place 
occasionally. As there is an extensive amount of non-financial activities 
organized through VMU and a well-planned network-organization with 
much complexity in its internal processes it may be said that the BSC 
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reasoning may potentially be very well suited for VMU. It could likely 
provide the network with more insight regarding the perspective that are 
most relevant for it as well as present new more multidimensional and 
transparent ways to measure the network performance. 
 
 

5.3 The SSMG network 
First SSMG network will be categorized, and then its management 
accounting system will be analyzed. 
 
 

5.3.1 Categorizing of SSMG network 
 

Transactions 
Even though SSMG is rather young, the network has succeeded in creating 
a well functioning network structure. It is more formalized around their 
transactions than most networks, and examples are many. First thing, there 
is a joint network company with two employees. The joint company 
administrates among other things the three activity groups. Out of these 
three activity groups - the marketing group, the purchasing group and the 
quality group - the marketing group is the most developed. The network 
also has the possibility to create a special project group if needed for a 
larger project. Regular meetings are held. In other words, the SSMG 
network is well organized. The high formalization of the network implies 
that the network is placed closer to the hierarchical ideal, on the famous 
line between the market and the hierarchy.  
 
The fact that the transactions that regard customers are easily measured 
also places the network closer to the market. On the other hand it is very 
difficult to measure the joint network activities. Since the network delivers 
both system solutions and components, the transactions are both less 
frequent and more frequent. They are less frequent for the system solutions, 
as they are conducted in projects that differ from time to time. The 
transactions resulting from selling components are always the same and 
consequently more frequent. These two dyadic factors resulting from 
transactions, puts the network theoretically closer to a medium point 
between the two extremes, the market and the hierarchy.  
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Transaction environment 
SSMG is hoping to attract customers outside the local area. By the network 
the companies have the opportunity to widen their market. There are risks 
involved in the collaboration though. The market for complete solutions is 
rather risky since technical progress results in higher demands from 
customers. Taking larger customers also implies a risk of loosing smaller 
customers, which might perceive SSMG as too expensive. There are no 
laws regulating the cooperation, except from the laws about joint stock 
companies. There are many opportunities resulting from the cooperation, 
but due to environmental factors, the network faces many uncertainties. 
SSMG seems to have found a network structure through which it can deal 
with those uncertainties. An uncertain environment gives incentives to the 
hierarchical structure. 
 
 

Transaction parties 
Except from the various groups that are created within the network and the 
regular meetings, there are many other means of unifying the network 
companies. The SSMG Intranet, the SSMG news and the social events have 
proven very successful in that matter. The personnel have realized the 
benefits of using the Intranet for information sharing, even though not all 
were convinced at the start. The social events have facilitated the 
development of trust between the parties. The discounts for employees and 
the SSMG news have contributed to increase the awareness of the network 
among employees. Compared to other networks SSMG has a high degree 
of integration, probably due to the combination of all the activities 
mentioned, that has served to strengthen the idea of one single (network) 
company. Convincing network companies of the advantage of sharing 
information via an Intranet is a long process in which trust is a necessary 
ingredient. Even making companies realize the advantage of marketing the 
network at fairs, instead of marketing the own company might be difficult.  
 
The fact that the SSMG companies where selectively chosen to 
complement each other from the start indicates that the network was better 
planned than most of the networks, which are at the beginning of their 
cooperation. One of the board members of SSMG had experience from 
networking when he joined the network. He is a driving force, which seems 
to have a very positive effect on the network. The fact that the companies 
share losses equally indicates high degree of integration as well. A high 
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degree of integration implies that the network is closer to a hierarchical 
solution than to a market based one.  
 
 

SSMG in relation to the typology 
As SSMG in all three transactional aspects ends up close to the hierarchy 
solution, the network is at once associated with the functional network 
type. As the name indicates (System Supply Marketing Group), the 
common function of SSMG is marketing. The network companies are 
dependent on the SSMG marketing function regarding the complete system 
solution. Also, a joint company has been created to govern the network 
activities, just like the functional network typology proposes. The part of 
the companies’ turnover that comes from network activities is not very 
large though. On the other hand this is likely to change in a future not too 
distant. Customer requests are handled centrally, as well as capacity 
checks, invoicing and accounting, thus the network exchanges almost as 
much management accounting information as in the functional typology. 
Since the deviancies from the features that constitute the functional 
network typology are small, SSMG is considered a functional network.  
 

 
5.3.2 Management Accounting in SSMG 

The central SSMG company has all contact with the customer. Regarding 
budgets and costing the network companies reveal what is requested for. 
Each company has its own costing model that is based on manufacturing 
cost, not the price towards the customer. The central SSMG company adds 
a certain mark-up to the aggregated offer from the network companies. The 
mark-up on the complete system delivery is larger than the mark-up on 
components. Towards the customer open book accounting is used, as it is 
considered important that the customer knows what he is paying for. It 
might happen that the management accounting systems of the companies 
would become integrated. Capacity discussions are held on a regular basis, 
especially if a special project group is involved. SSMG has its own network 
budget, and prepares pro forma income statements, balance sheets and cash 
budgets for every meeting. Most budgets concerns purchasing. Profits and 
losses are distributed equally between the companies. There are no 
common investments except from the joint stock company. 
 
The management accounting system in SSMG is much like the example of 
the management accounting system in the functional network. The budget 
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process is relatively highly integrated between the firms in what concerns 
the SSMG operations. Although these SSMG operations do not yet 
constitute a major part of the individual turnovers, the regularly conducted 
capacity-checks have a significant influence on the individual firm 
operations. This is a fact since their individual budget processes can only 
take place after the SSMG budget has been established. With regards to the 
costing, the functional network is more integrated. In SSMG there is no 
common costing model, but in the functional network this process is 
integrated. The difference is not very large though regarding the flow of 
information, since the member companies share information that is asked 
for. Neither SSMG nor the functional network has a common accounting 
system. In both networks one contracting company takes care of the 
invoicing. The big difference between the two has to do with investments. 
The functional network usually has more investments in common than the 
joint owned company, where as in the SSMG network the jointly owned 
company represents all common investments. To sum up, the SSMG 
management accounting system shows many similarities to the example of 
management accounting system in the functional network. There is also a 
tendency in SSMG to increase the integration of the management 
accounting system, which in fact would make the system even more similar 
to the one in the functional network.  
 
Since the network only has a few members, the multiple relation question is 
not only handled through open book accounting, but so are the problems 
related to multi-dimensionality, the loss of profit on value added and the 
perceived loss of control. The companies willingly offer SSMG a price as if 
SSMG was the best customer of the companies. Since the network is 
relatively well integrated and the companies are few, the BSC or the ABC 
would be useful to enable the network to measure non-financial activities 
as well. As the complete system solutions are not any standard product, 
measurement according to activities would be relevant. Consequently the 
ABC is very useful. On the other hand BSC focuses on innovation and 
learning, and internal businesses among other things, two aspects that need 
attention from SSMG. The SSMG management accounting system goes not 
in line with Cullen et al who claims that target costing often is used within 
inter-firm relations. 
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6 Conclusions 
In this chapter we intend to conclude by answering the questions posed in 
the beginning of our thesis.  
 

 Do the horizontal network co-operations studied fit into the 
categorizations offered by a typology of networks or may 
new distinct categories be identified?  

 
We have found that the Midab network clearly matches the criteria of the 
business network type, and therefore provides empirical evidence that 
supports the current model as it is designed by Dahlgren et al. 
Correspondingly, the SSMG network also meets the requirements of the 
functional network type. In contrast, the VMU network has features that 
correspond to both the strategic and the functional categorizations, but in 
either case the evidence is not sufficient to place the network in either 
category. This is due to the low degree of integration of the management 
accounting systems within the network, which is not proportionate to the 
high levels of integration of the management accounting systems suggested 
by the strategic and functional categories. Instead, VMU’s management 
accounting system is more similar to the management accounting system of 
the business network. Consequently, we suggest that the model of Dahlgren 
et al., does not take into account that the degree of integration of the 
network supporting activities does not necessarily have to entail the 
equivalent degree of integration regarding the management accounting 
system.  
 

 What is the link between the management accounting 
systems of the networks and types of network? 

 
The Midab network’s management accounting system has proven to 
correspond well to what characterizes the suggested business network 
management accounting system. Similarly the SSMG management 
accounting system matches to a great extent the management accounting 
system of the functional network. The VMU network once again, 
constitutes the exception, since its management accounting features are 
integrated to a significantly lower degree, than what is suggested by the 
network typology. The integration of the management accounting systems 
of the VMU companies is not proportionate to the network supporting 
activities of VMU. Consequently we have not found sufficient support to 
claim that the degree of integration of the management accounting system 
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in a network is equivalent to the degree of integration of the network as a 
whole. To sum up, we have found empirical support that strengthens the 
model on the features of the management accounting system of the 
business network. We have also found evidence that substantiates the 
model on the features of the management accounting system of the 
functional network. Nevertheless, we have also found evidence that there 
are networks, in which the degree of integration of the management 
accounting system is not proportionate to the extent of network supporting 
activities, which has previously been implicit in the model. In consequence, 
the link between the management accounting systems of the networks and 
types of network, which had previously been an underlying assumption in 
the model, cannot be positively supported when one network of three has 
contradicted this fact. As a result, the typology of networks cannot be said 
to be conveniently applicable to study all horizontal networks, as the model 
may leave out certain significant dimensions that obstruct the 
understanding of a network. 
 
Our analysis has also in several parts provided support for Tomkins’ belief 
that really no new management accounting techniques might be needed, as 
there are some present tools like the BSC or ABC that could be well suited 
for the particular difficulties related to the management of networks. The 
BSC appears to be particularly well suited for a network like VMU where 
the network-supporting activities are important, in other words, where the 
non-financial aspects need to be considered to a greater extent. We have 
also found that Midab and SSMG use open-book accounting in a way that 
helps them handle network specific problems in a successful way.  
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APPENDIX 
 

APPENDIX I: Interview guide 
 

The company and the network: 
 

1. Can tell us about your company, in brief?  
 
2. Which kind of products do you contribute with to the network?  
 
3. Why did your company joint the network?  

 
4. How is the network structured today? 
 
5. When did you join the network, and what do you expect from the 

cooperation in the long and in the short run? 
 
6. How much of the turnover derives from orders offered by the 

network? 
 

7. Can you describe the network from a social perspective? 
 

8. How strong is the company’s connection to the network? 
 

9. What tasks do the company coordinate with the network? 
 

10. Are there any agreements that regulate the network and the 
participation in it? 

 
11. Do all companies have the same degree of influence in the network? 

 
12. What are the networks strengths and weaknesses? 

 
 

Management accounting and administration: 
 
1. How is the invoicing administrated if the network companies deliver 

a good in common? 
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2. How are guarantees to the customer handled when a good has been 
delivered jointly? 

 
3. Is there any capacity check in-between the companies? 

 
4. How is the process of pricing of the product handled? Who decides 

the size of profit margins on the products that are delivered in 
common? 

 
5. Who, or which company within the network is responsible of giving 

or taking offers? 
 
6. To what extent do the member companies reveal financial 

information to each other?  
 
7. Do the companies know anything about each other’s budgets and 

costing models? 
 
8. Are there any common investments within the network? 
 
9. Have there been any efficiency or effectiveness measurements within 

the network? 
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